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Abstract 
Inverse scattering problems have been an active research area in mathematical 
physics in the past two decades. In typical applications, one wants to detect 
the existence of scatterers and identify the boundary of them from far-field elec-
tromagnetic or acoustic measurements. Also when the scatterers are medium 
distinct to its background, the medium properties are of interest. The inverse 
scattering problems are known to be nonlinear and highly ill-posed in the sense 
of Hadamard. So far there are three main kinds of methods developed for numer-
ically solving inverse scattering problems. 
One of the most popular methods is callcd linear sampling method. It defines 
a far-field operator F at sampling point z with kernel gz. When z — dD from 
inside, ||分-l — oo, so H^ '^H can be chosen as an indicator function to identify a 
point z on dD by the behavior that ||双-H is equal to some cut-off value C. But 
observed by our numerical reconstructions, \\gz\\ blows up with sharper rate at 
the convex or uniform part of the boundary, so the approximation effect of the 
contour {z : = C} differs part by part. Based on linear sampling method, 
factorization method was proposed for normal far-field operators, where the range 
of the operator can be clearly characterized. This leads to a fast visualization of 
the obstacle. 
The second kind of method is the point source method. Its ingredients include 
domain approximation, superposition technique and reconstruction of the near 
scattered field corresponding to its incident plane waves. The main disadvantage 
of point source method is the need of boundary conditions which is usually not 
available in real applications. To overcome this disadvantage, the singular source 
method was developed using the singularity of the scattered field z) at 
source point z excited by an incident source (^-,2；). It is expected that under 
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suitable assumptions, oo，as — dD. This method works without 
boundary conditions but needs far-field data of more incident plane waves than 
the point source method. We will give numerical verifications on both methods. 
The third kind of method is probe method. Key idea of probe method is to 
represent the boundary of the unknown scattercr as the set of points which are 
the first hitting points of a special type of continuous curve called a needle c. 
This method has advantage of theoretical exactness, however its applications is 
limited by great computation effort. 
In this thesis, we review and discuss the numerical scheme and theoretical 
validity of above methods in Chapter 2. Then numerical simulations by linear 
sampling method, point source method and singular source method are provided 
in Chapter 3. We compare the results under different settings to get an observa-
tion of efficiency of these methods. In the last section of Chapter 3 we suggest an 
improved treatment of the singular integral term in subspace-bailed optimization 
method and apply it to inverse acoustic medium scattering problems. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Inverse 
Scattering Problems 
1.1 Direct Problems 
Scattering is a common physical phenomenon in our everyday life. An incident 
wave propagates along its trajectory until it meets some impenetrable objects 
or inhomogeneous medium. Then the wave is scattered, and changes the way of 
propagation. Categorized by the nature of the incident wave, two basic problems 
in classical scattering theory are the scattering of time-harmonic acoustic or elec-
tromagnetic waves. Acoustic scattering is governed by Helmholtz equation, while 
the governing equation of electromagnetic scattering is Maxwell equations. With 
the corresponding PDE models, the direct scattering problem can be described as 
follows: given the information of background medium and the scatterer(s), find 
out the near scattered waves or the scattered waves at a large distance from the 
scatterer(s), i.e. far-field patterns. In this section, we will explain how to relate 
near scattered field with its far-field patterns. 
Consider the case of acoustic wave scattered by an impenetrable obstacle D 
6 
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with compact support, the direct problem is to find the total field u such that: 
Au + k^u - 0, in R 7 " \ / )， ( 1 .1 ) 
U(.T)=e^‘d + 7/.%T), (1.2) 
u = 0, on dD, (1.3) 
(Qf^S \ 
lim r ^ — iku^ ) = 0, (1.4) 
r—oo 乂 dr J 
where in (1.2) u^ = e如denotes the incident plane wave from direction d, with k 
the wave number of the homogeneous background media, u^  denotes the scattered 
wave. The differential equation (1.1) is known as the Helmholtz equation and 
the Sommcrfeld radiation condition (1.4) characterizes the radiating behavior of 
waves at infinity. The Dirichlet boundary condition (1.3) corresponds to a sound-
soft obstacle. Boundary conditions other than (1.3) can also be considered, for 
example the Neumann (Sound-hard) boundary condition 
•£ = 0 on dl) (1.5) 
or the impedance boundary condition 
du 
— + iXu = 0 on dD, (1.6) 
where v is the unit normal to dD and A is a positive constant. 
For this boundary value problem, the first question we want to figure out is 
the well-posedness. The following theorem gives positive answer[CK98]: 
Theorem 1.1.1 Given a continuous function f on dD, find a radiating solution 
u G C2(R爪 \ jD)nC(R^ \ D) to the Helmholtz equation 
Au + k'^u = 0, in R ^ \ D (1.7) 
which satisfies the boundary condition 
u = f on dD. (1.8) 
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The exterior Dirichlet problem has a unique solution and the solution depends 
continuously on the boundary data with respect to uniform convergence of the 
solution on FT" \ D and all its derivatives on closed subsets ofRJ^ \ D. 
One may refer to theorem 3.10 in [CK98] for a similar theorems on well-posedness 
of exterior Neumann problem in R^. For two dimensional case, the theorems hold 
with minor adjustments in the proofs. 
Since we have the well-posedness, next we want to know how to solve the total 
field u or the scattered field u^ = u-u\ Explicit solutions usually do not exist for 
general domain D. General numerical methods for differential equations such as 
finite difference method, finite element method can be applied to find a numerical 
solution. Considering the implementation process, the computation region for 
exterior problems are infinite and we need to truncate it into a finite region G 
first and impose some artificial boundary condition on dG to approximate the 
Sommcrfcld radiation condition. The larger the region G, the closcr the solution 
gets to that of the original problem, but meanwhile the greater the computation 
effort. Another way to investigate the solution is by Green's formula, first we 
reformulate this problem into an integral equation, then use numerical integral 
technique to get an approximated solution. Actually the use of fundamental 
solution in the integral equation method inspires a series of numerical methods 
for the inverse scattering problems, such as linear sampling method, point soiircc 
method, singular source method, which we will devote into in later chapters. 
The following Green's formula gives the integral form of the Helmholtz eqiiation[CK98]: 
Theorem 1.1.2 [Green's formula] Assume the bounded set D is the open com,-
plement of an unbounded domain of class C^ and let u denote the unit normal 
vector to the boundary dD directed into the exterior of D. Let u G \ D) n 
\D) he a radiating solution to the Helmholtz equation 
Au + Ar^ u = 0 in R"" \ D (1.9) 
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which possesses a normal derivative on the boundary in the sense that the limit 
^ = , l i n j o • gradu{x + hu{x)), x e dD (1.10) 
exist uniformly on dD. Then we have Green's formula: 
= L - 歪 ( 冗 ， ( 1 . 1 1 ) 
To be clear we make several remarks on this theorem: 
Remark 1. y) denotes the fundamental solution of Helmholtz equation: 
4 , 1 : 1 1 ’ 工印 K (1.12) 
with k the wave number, and fig) the Hankie function of the first kind and 
order zero. 
Straightforward differentiation shows that for fixed y the fundamental so-
lution satisfies the Helmholtz equation in R"^ \ {y} and the radiation con-
dition. 
2. A domain D is said to be of class k e N, if for each point z of the 
boundary dD, there exists a neighborhood Vz of 2: with the following prop-
erties: 
The intersection Vzf ]D can be mapped bijectively onto the half ball {re G 
Rm ： < > 0}, the mapping and its inverse are k- times continu-
ously differentiable and the intersection 14 H dD is mapped onto the disk 
{x G Rm ： < 1, Xrn = O}. Usually a domain D to be of class C^ are also 
said that its boundary dD is of class C^. 
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1.1.1 Far-field Patterns 
In this section, we introduce far-field patterns for later use. 
Lemma 1.1.3 Under the assumption of theorem 1.1.2, u{x) has the asymptotic 
behavior: 
e 如 r 1 1 
u{x) -.= — d) + O ( - ) L r = — oo, (1.13) 
where x = xl\x\, and in which 
=，L 卜⑷ k — 一 } 碌 ( 1 . 1 4 ) 
where 7 二 ^ ^ in R^ and 7 = ^ m R^. 
Proof We only give a proof for R^. Reformulate u{x) under polar coordinate 
system x = (r, 0) and look for solutions to the Hclmholtz equation of the form 
= f(kr)e 土— (1.15) 
with e土— two linearly independent spherical harmonics of order n. Substitute 
the u(r, 6) into the Helmholtz equation, 
/2/�( / ' ) + /,/'(/') + [/'2 — n2]/(/) = o, (1.16) 
where t = kr. Referring to [L65], solving this equation, we get analytic solutions 
over i E R known as the Besscl functions 
输二 g 絲 G) (1.17) 
and analytic solutions over t G (0, 00) known as the Neumann functions 
2 J ‘ ‘ t t ^ p\ \2j 
(一 1 广 fiY七“ 、 ，、 （1.18) 
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for n > 0, where 
P 1 
讽p) •= y\ —, p > 1 m 
m=l 
and C denotes Euler's constant 
P 1 
C -.= lim V ——Inp^ 0.577215665. p—oo ^ m 
m=l 
Now the Hankie function for the first and second kind of order n are defined 
respectively as 
//丄1’2):=人士 
By series expansion of the Bessel and Neumann functions[L65], the Hankie func-
tions have the asymptotic behavior 
付人 1 ’ 2 ) � =将 广 午 ! 4 � + h oo’ （1.19) 
H i , = • 广 - 号 + t — oo. (1.20) 
With the above preparations we are now ready to prove the lemma. Since 
少(工，y) = - t/l), for 
养 j U 咖 ) 纖 - S ( 她 如 
i r ~ r - r f ( 广 - 叫 i + o f a ) } 
_ 4 V TTkjx - J 犯 ^ 
— 》 称 叫 1 + 卜 ） 
1 r j n f j (、彻"丨"丨{i+ofa)} 
、 
— 叫 1 + 0 ( — } 卜 ) . 
Since for fixed y, 
\^-y\ = y/\x\'^ = \x\ - x • y-h 
I到 
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and = 
e巧 e洲工I 
咖 - vS VR 
ifcw r 1 1 
• 
Corollary 1.1.4 Uoo{x] d) is an analytic function on the unit sphere. 
Proof Prom the integral equation( 1.14) of Uoo{x; d), it is infinitely differentiable, 
so it is analytic on the unit sphere. • 
The function Uqo defined on the unit sphere S is called the far field pattern of the 
scattered wave Far-field pattern is the scattering amplitude of u .^ 
Question: How to get the far-field patterns? 
Equation ( 1.14) provides the formula to calculate the far-field pattern correspond-
ing to incident wave u^  = e — w h e n the shape of the scatterer is known. Nu-
merical integral techniques can be used, such as Nystrom method [CK98 . 
Next, we state some basic results about the far field patterns, 
o Reciprocity relations: 
Theorem 1.1.5 The far field pattern satisfies the reciprocity relation: 
Woo(."?•； d) •= Uaoi-d] -;/;), X, d G S. (1.21) 
Proof We follow the proof idea of [CK98]. u'(-]d) is an entire solution of 
Hclmholtz equation, so by Green's second theorem 
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u^  satisfies the exterior Helmholtz problem and the radiation condition, so theo-
rem 1.1.2 can be applied to both d) and -x), and 
L 卜 榮 - ¥ _ " ， + * ) = 。 （1.23) 
Since e—认士.奴=-rr) , G (7i� (R爪 \ D) satisfies the assumption of theorem 
1.1.2，thus by lemma 1.1.3 wc get 
•。 ,，：二 I ⑷ 餘 - 华 鳴 , - 幻 } My) 
• q - " ’ - 幻 L “ ; - 幻 纖 - ¥ 義 ， ⑷ 
Then by simple calculation, 
-X) = L 句^^^^^ -从y , - ^ ) ^ ^ ( y ) } ds{y) 
犯 (1.24) 
For sound-soft condition, u{y; -x) = u{y, d) = 0 on dD; for sound-hard condition 
^ S S r = 響 ⑷ = 0 ; for impedance condition 纖 = r i ) , '-^{y)= 
—i\u{y, —x)^ all three conditions lead to the vanishing of above equation, so 
Uoo{x, d) = Uoo{-d, -x) holds for all three kinds of scatterers. • 
o Mixed reciprocity relations: 
Theorem 1.1.6 For scattering of time-harmonic acoustic waves by a sound-soft 
or sound-hard scatterer we have 
for X eS and z G R/" \ D. $oo is the far-field pattern of a point-source. 
Proof The proof idea comes from [P98]. Consider the exterior problem 
( 
+ k'^w{x) = 0, X E R"" \ D, 
Bii;(.T) = 0, a: G dD, 
< (1.25) 
w(x) = + 
m^ / duf \ lim r 2 — ikw = 0, 
r^oo \ (Jr J 
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where B is the boundary condition operator. Both plane wave d) and the 
point source 少(•’ 2) can be considered as an incident source. Then apply theorem 
1.1.2 to both u^  and we have 
/ > ( " ， 端 - ， 剛 卜 0 . “ ) 
Then apply lemma 1.1.3 to 
From sound-soft condition Bw;(a;) = w{x) = 0， 
一 ’ L 力 榮 + ， 稀 ’ - 幻 } _ 
=丄{少Sfa’z)加士）+ 屯 ％ ， 之 ) 加 旬 fa] ds(y) (by eq( 1.26)) 
” i : 卜 # ； 卜 ） ^ 
” L { — 少 } eq( 1.25)) 
= - x ) (by theorem 3.12 in[CK98]) 
Prom sound-hard condition Bw{x) = ^(x) = 0， 
一 丄 — 华 痛 , - 旬 卜 ） 
= 丄 - 旬 - 喊 y , - ^ ) } (by eq 1.26) 
= 7 [ -旬圳2/)(by cq( 1.25)) 
JdD ony) 
= — x ) (by similar derivation of theorem 3.12 in[CK98]) 
Thus we have proved the mix reciprocity relation for both conditions.• 
This relation will be used to construct the scattered field in point source method. 
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o Injectivity: 
The following Rellich's lemma shows the one-to-one correspondence between 
radiating solution u{x, d) and its far-field pattern Uoo(i,d). 
Theorem 1.1.7 (Rellich) Assume the bounded set D is the open complement 
of an unbounded domain and let u G \ D) be a solution to the Helmholtz 
equation satisfying 
lim f \u[x)\''ds = 0, (1.27) 
then iz = 0 m u G C2(R爪 \ D). 
Proof The proof in R^ can be found in [CK98]. For two dimensions, we expand 
under the defined by equation( 1.18), and similar arguments follows.• 
Corollary 1.1.8 If the far field pattern of u{x) vanishes, then u = 0 in u e 
Proof By equation ( 1.13)，equation( 1.27) follows. Then by Rellich's lemma, 
o Completeness: 
Theorem 1.1.9 Let (dn) be a sequence of unit vectors that is dense on S and 
define the set T of far-field patterns by 
Then T is complete in L^(S) if and only if there does not exist a Dirichlet eigen-
function for D which is a Herglotz wave function. 
Sec theorem 3.17 of [CK98] for the proof. 
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1.2 Inverse Problems 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Inverse scattering problem has found vast number of applications, such as echolo-
cation’ geophysical survey, nondestructive testing, medical imaging, quantum 
field theory. Categorized by the nature of the scatterer, there are obstacle scat-
tering and medium scattering problems. In obstacle scattering problem the scat-
tcrer D is impenetrable and the exterior problem in R/" \ D is considered, the 
objective is to find the shape of D; while in medium scattering the scatterer can 
be penetrated, one concerns about the problem in the whole space Rm and both 
the shape and the refractive index of D are unknowns to be recovered. 
Rccall that the direct scattering problem is, given information of the scatterer, 
i.e. the number of components, the size, shape, and location of each component, 
the boundary condition for obstacle, or the refractive index for medium, to find 
the scattered wave and in particular its behavior at large distances. Conversely 
the inverse scattering problem tries to get the the nature of the scatterer from 
this answer to the direct problem, i.e. a knowledge of the scattered wave or the 
far field pattern. The data setting of inverse problem usually depends on realistic 
application. For instance, the navy uses a radar to detect the object under the 
sea level, the data comes back from a large distance, it is reasonable to use far-
field patterns; whereas in the operation of near-field scanning optical microscopy, 
the probe is scanned over the sample in the near-field zone and thus near-field 
scattered data by the sample is collected. 
To recover the shape of the obstacle from collected data, the first kind of 
methods can be characterized as direct imaging method, such as linear sam-
pling method, factorization method, singular source method and probing method. 
Based on the integral representation of the solution to exterior problem, using the 
singular properties of the fundamental solution, one can derive an indicator func-
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tion which behaves significantly different inside of the scatter D from its outside. 
Linear sampling method and factorization method shares the common framework 
of solving the far-field equation for the sampling point z to get the density func-
tion gz{x), and when z 一 dD from inside, Wg^W — oo. The difference between the 
two methods lies in the specific form of the far-field equation, since factorization 
method only works for normal far-field operator. Singular source method was 
developed using the singularity of the scattered field z) at source point z 
excited by an incident source $(-,2；). It is expected that under suitable assump-
tions, I€>^ (2, z)\ — 00，as 2 一 dD. Instead of far-field equation, back projection 
operator is constructed to get the approximated scattered field z). For the 
probing method, one usually defines a probing function, such as a needle, and by 
using the blow up behavior of some indicator function when the needle hits the 
boundary of /J, the scatterer can be found. 
The second kind of methods in inverse scattering problems translate the original 
problem into solving an nonlinear optimization problem, such as the point source 
mcthod(PSM), the dual space method. The dual space method deals with far-
field operator, and inspires the idea of linear sampling method. The ideas of PSM 
include firstly constructing the near scattered field by approximated Herglotz 
wave function, then checking for the location where the boundary conditions 
can be satisfied. The main disadvantage of point source method is the need of 
boundary conditions which is usually not available in real applications. 
In the numerical scheme of both kinds of methods, one needs to solve the 
integral equation of first kind. Because of the compactness of the integral oper-
ator, the equation is ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard. i.e. the solution does 
not depend continuously on the data. As a result, a regularization strategy is 
ncccssary to get a reasonable approximated solution. Numerical experiments on 
choosing regularization strategy will be provided in section 3.1.1. 
The above methods also have been used in medium scattering problems. How-
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ever, due to different nature of the scatterer, these methods, especially for those 
using indicator functions, can only determine the support of the scatterer. When 
it comes to the value of refractive index of the medium, the usual way to do is re-
formulating it into a nonlinear optimization problem. [BL07] proposed a recursive 
linearization scheme to organize data from incident waves of different directions 
and wave numbers in the iterative process. In engineering world, the scatterers 
are usually detected with the wave number increasing coordinately since we don't 
know the size of the scatterer, so this scheme has its practical meaning and shows 
numerical success. Other numerical schcmes for medium scattering include the 
subspace-based optimization method[C09], augmented Lagrange method[W09] 
and so on. 
In this thesis we concentrate on the following model: illuminate the scat-
tGror(s) with plane waves from different directions [u] = e认工.由)and with fixed 
wave number k, then collect the far-field data from points on the unit sphere 
and use them to locate some cylindrical sound-soft scatterer(s) 
in the homogeneous background medium. Chapter 2 gives a review and discus-
sion on the above two kinds of methods in inverse obstacle scattering problems, 
some of the proofs within follow the idea of listed references but are modified 
and specified for problems in R? or with more details; some proofs are given by 
the author; Chapter 3 provides various numerical validation for linear sampling 
method, point source method and singular source method. In section 3.3，we 
will report some results on medium scattering problems based on subspace-based 
optimization method with some improvements suggested. 
Chapter 2 
Numerical Methods in Inverse 
Obstacle Scattering 
2.1 Linear Sampling Method 
2.1.1 History Review 
The linear sampling method(LSM) was firstly proposed by David Colton and 
Andreas Kirsch in the paper [CK96]. The origins of linear sampling method goes 
back to the dual space method developed by Colton and Monk[CM94]. Compared 
to the dual space method which also defines the far-field operator, but in the end 
finds dD by solving a nonlinear optimization problem, linear sampling method 
finds the boundary of the scatterer by the blow up behavior of some indicator func-
tion. Since linear sampling method possesses the advantage of no requirement on 
knowing the boundary conditions, the number of scatterers, and easy implemen-
tation, it has been wildly applied to solve the two and three dimensional inverse 
electromagnctic[CHP03] and acoustic problems[CK96, CGMOO], detect leukemia 
using microwaves[CM98, CM99], and recover partially coatcd obstacles[CCM01], 
anisotropic medium [CP99], cracks[CC03-2] and so on. 
Firstly we give a review on the numerical realization of linear sampling method. 
19 
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The paper[C97] gave two dimensional numerical results on both obstacle and 
medium scatterers by using Tikhonov regularization and Morozov's discrepancy 
principle to solve the ill-posed far-filed equation with noisy far-field data, and 
concluded that the regularization parameter can be used as an indicator function 
as well as the usual ||以之丨丨-Numerical results for three dimensional scatterers can 
be found in [CHP03]. |LLZ08] tried to solve less far-field equations by using a 
multilevel sampling scheme, however the effect of the method depends on the 
good choice of the cut value; as a further improvement, [LLZ09] suggested to use 
the cut off value of a reference ball to determine the cut off value of the unknown 
scattcrer, by properly picking the size and location of the reference ball. Recently 
in the paper[FGT09], a SVD-tail regularization was suggested to decide whether 
the sampling point stays inside or outside the scatterer. 
As shown in above papers, the linear sampling method works well numerically 
when deciding the support of the scatterer. Spontaneously the succcss in numer-
ical simulation inspires researchers to figure out the reason why linear sampling 
works. The paper [CK96] provided a first proof on the blow-up behavior of the 
indicator function H^ H^ for the points approaching the boundary dD from inside 
ill two dimensional inverse acoustic scattering problems for both the obstacle and 
the medium cases. Usually for points outside the scatter, the far-field equation is 
not solvable, so what the regularized solution (ja means under this case became 
a major problem to understand. Using operator factorization, the paper [A04' 
gave an explanation for the blow up behavior of \\gz,a\\ for z — dD from outside 
of the scatterer when the far field operator was normal; then the paper [CC03] 
generalized the result concerning the general far field operator for both sound-soft 
and sound-hard scatterers using the operator factorization technique. However, 
the blow-up behavior of ||^f’�| depends on the approximation error e and data 
noise level 6 instead of z ^ dD when z e R"" \ D. This conclusion is not as nice 
as the case of z 6 D, since it can not explain why \\gU\ keeps growing in Rm \ D 
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under fixed noise level 6 as observed in numerical examples. 
Another version of linear sampling method i.e. the factorization method, was 
suggested by Andreas Kirsch[K98] when the far-field operator F is normal which 
corresponds to the case of nonabsorbing background media and a complete set 
of far-field patterns. In this particular case the reformulated far-field equation 
{F*F)uj；, = is solvable if and only if z E D. With this equation one can 
propose a new indicator function with the singular systems of F. 
It is noted that from the new discretizcd indicator function of the factorization 
method one can relate the factorization method to other direct imaging methods 
which also use the eigenspace of the multi-static response matrix(MSR), for ex-
ample, the MUSIC algorithm. MUSIC algorithm has wide application in signal 
processing. Recently it is also used in locating finite number of point scatterers. 
In the papcr[C01], the author demonstrated the relation between MUSIC algo-
rithm and the linear sampling method. It revealed that linear sampling method is 
an infinite dimensional extension of MUSIC algorithm in inverse scattering prob-
lems. The paper [K02] provided further understanding on the essential difference 
of both methods regarding to inverse medium scattering problem. MUSIC al-
gorithm has been generalized to reconstruct extended scatterers[HSZ06] lying in 
homogeneous medium. 
A review of the development of linear sampling method was presented in 
CCMOO]. One can also find application of linear sampling method to medium 
scattering problem in this paper. 
2.1.2 Numerical Scheme of LSM 
The linear sampling method is concerned with the far-field operator: 
Fgix) := ^ d)g{d)ds{d), (2.1) 
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where S is the unit sphere, Uoo(x,d) is the far field pattern at observation point 
X from direction d. 
Remark Corollary 1.1.8 and theorem 1.1.9 imply the far-field operator F is 
iiijective and has dense range if and only if there does not exist a Dirichlet eigen-
fiinction for D which is a Herglotz wave function. 
Lemma 2.1.1 The far-field pattern of a point source with source point z is given 
by 
z) = 7e—盼之’ .T eS.ze R 爪， （2.2) 
where m = 2 or 3，and 
, J - R2 
1 h 肌 R3. 
Proof For any point source (I)(-,2)，suppose it is contained in some domain D 
and consider the exterior Dirichlet problem, 
Au{x) + k^u{x) = 0, xeR'^XD 
(2.3) 
+ $(;r’ 2) = 0’ X G dD. 
By lemma 1.1.3’ 
r f f)p-ikxy c) >1 
、、‘、：=丄 - i , - 卞 y � (2.4) 
- 丄 吻 ， + 办 ⑷ （ 2 - 5 ) 
= 7 e - 认 ( 2 . 6 ) 
The last equality is given by applying theorem 1.1.2 to e_认士 
Now consider the integral equation of first kind, 
= (2.7) 
If Uoo(x, d) is given for all x.deS (k priori information that D G G is supposed), 
then one can solve the equation for cach sampling point z on a grid covering 
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the scatterer D. It can be observed that in general the solution norm Wg^W is 
significantly larger for sampling points 2 inside the scatterer D than that for 
zeD, thus II仏II or log(||"J) can be used as an indicator function to identify the 
support of D. 
The algorithm for the above method is formulated as: 
Step 1 : Suppose a priori information that D e G, generate a mesh for domain G; 
Step 2 : For cach grid point z e G, solve the correspondent far-field equation: 
=少 oo(全，汁 
Step 3 : Compute the norm of |分 
Step 4 : Choose a cut-off value C, draw the contour of ||仏||l2(s) = C, it represents 
the boundary of D. 
Next wc introduce another version of linear sampling method, i.e. factoriza-
tion method. 
Consider the far-field pattern 
少oo(念，之）=7e-认士"’ : r G S , 2 G R ' " (2.8) 
of a point source with source point z. When the far field operator is normal, i.e. 
二 FF*, then stay in the range of if and only if z e D. 
Thus the solvability of the equation 
= (2.9) 
provides a criterion to decide whether z e D 01 z e R"" \ D. This is the basic 
ingredient of the factorization method. But how do we compute the operator 
(F*F)^? Next we derive from this equation an explicit and numerically imple-
mcntable criterion. 
For normal and injectivc operator F[CC06], there exists a countable number of 
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singular values {A^ G C} with Xj ^ 0’ and the corresponding normalized eigen-
fiinctions {ipj} form a complete orthogonal system for 27r]. It can be proved 
that z) stay in the range of if and only if 
⑷， (2.10) 
where pj = with = e—认士.之. 
Next we give an problem where the far-field operator F is normal and thus the 
factorization method can be applied. 
Example When the scattering obstacle is sound-soft, given the direct scattering 
problem 
( 
Au + k'^u = 0， in R/" \ D, 
< (2.11) 
u = 0, on dD, 
rn^ (du \ 
lim r 2 -——iku = 0. 
�r-foo \or J 
it can be proved that when is not an Dirichlet eigenvalue of - A , its corre-
sponding far field operator is injective and normal [CC06 . 
The algorithm of factorization method can be formulated as: 
Step 1 : Suppose a priori information that D G G, generate a mesh for domain G; 
Step 2 : Compute the SVD decomposition of the matrix of far-field data to get a 
singular system 
Step 3 : For cach grid point z e G , generate the test function = e—认士.�and 
N I , 2 
compute I{z) = Y^ where ^ = 
i=i丨〜丨 
Step 4 : Choose a cut-off value C, if I{z) > C, zeD; if I{z) <C,ze D; otherwise, 
z e dl). Draw the contour of I{z) = C, it represents the boundary of D. 
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2.1.3 Theoretic Justification 
In this section we give a theoretical proof on linear sampling method and the 
factorization method for the two dimensional sound-soft scatterer. The major 
ingredient of linear sampling method comes from the far-field equation, hence for 
preparation we give some properties of the far field operator F. 
Lemma 2.1.2 The far-field operator F : L^{S) is compact 
Proof 
Fg{x) := J Uoo(x,d)g{d)ds{d) 
with g e L2(S). For any series {gn{d)} G and ||^ „||2 < C uniformly for 
some constant C, we want to prove that there exists an siibscquencc {gnkW}, 
s-t. converges in 
Let {fi{d)} be an orthogonal basis in the Hilbert space L2(S), then clearly 
{fi(d)fj(d')} are orthogonal basis of x S). Prom corollary 1.1.4, Uoo(£, d) is 
analytic, so u^dx, d)g{d) G x S) and we have the expansion 
OO 
in the mean square sense and by parseval's identity 
f [ \uoo{x,d)g{d)\^ds{x)ds{d) = y < oo. 
Js Js 
11^^112= f [ Uoo{x,d)g(d)ds{d) ds{x) 
Js Js 
d)g{d)f ds{d)ds{x) 
< J^ |woo(:r, d)\''ds(x)ds{d) J \g{d)fds{d) 
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Thus F is a continuous operator with IIFII bounded by Ilu∞ 112. Now we defin 
凡的) :=后甸的)后(x)ds(d)
=豆角jfj(x)少(d)g(d)ds(d)
The range of 凡， say R(Fk), belongs to the space spanned by {后 (X)}f=l' so it has 
finite dimensional range. N ow {gn (d)} is bounded, the boundedness of F implies 
that 凡 is bounded and {Fk (gn)} is a bounded set in a finite dimensional space 
R(凡). By Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, {Fk (gn)} has a convergent S1.伽equence
{Fk(gn ,k)} , hence Fk is a compact operator. 
F1 is a compact operator, then there exist a subsequence {gn ,l} of {gn} , S.t. 
{F1 (仇，d} converges. 8imilarly {gn,l } has a subsequence {gn,2} S.t. {凡(仇，2) } 
converges. Continuing like this, we see for each operator Fk , the diagonal sequence 
{仇，η} satisfies Fk (gn,n) converges. 8ince 
IIF 一川~:::; L laijl2 • 0, 
i ,j=k+l 
Vε> 0, :3ko, S. t. 昕一九。 112 三台-
Meanwhile {Fkogn ,n} is convergent, then :3N , such that for all nl月2 > N , 
IIFko(gη1月1) - Fko (gn2月JI12 < ~. Hence for 叫1η2> N , 
IIF(gnl 月J - F(gn2月J II 三 IIF(gnl月J - Fko (gnl月1) 11 
+11 凡。(此 ，η1 ) - FkO(g.η2月2)11 + 11 丸。 (gn2月2) - F(仇2月2) 11 
亡三 IIF - Fko 11211gnl ,n1112 + 一 + 11 F - FkO 11211gn2月2112η1 月11 1 ":; , 3 
<上 .C+ 三+上 .C
- 3C ~ , 3 ' 3C 
<在
80 {F(gn ,n)} is a Cauchy sequence in the range of F. We have proved the com-
pactness of F. 口
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Lemma 2.1.3 The far-field equation Fg = f is ill-posed. 
Proof We prove this by contradiction. Suppose F is well-posed, then there 
exists one and only one solution g, such that Fg = f with any f in the range 
of F, and g depends continuously on / , i.e. F一i exists and is continuous. Then 
I = F-'^F :乙2(s) — L2(S) is compact by the compactness of F. However L'^iS) 
is an infinite dimensional space, where one can always find a Riesz basis with unit 
norm but contains no convergent subsequence, it contradicts to the definition of 
compact operator. So / is not compact, and F is ill-posed.• 
Next we introduce Herglotz wave function used as an approximation function 
in the theoretical foundation of linear sampling method, the construction of point 
source method, singular source method and so on. So it is definitely worthy to 
figure out facts about Herglotz wave function as preparation. 
Firstly we give the definition of Herglotz wave function and Herglotz operator. 
Definition A Herglotz wave function is a function of the form 
Vg{x) = [ e汰工.dg(d)ds(d), X G (2.12) 
Js 
with the density function (j{d) e 
Definition Define the Herglotz operator H : L'^(S) H^{dD) by 
Hg(x) : = J e 汰 “ g � d s � � x G dD, (2.13) 
with the density function g(d) e L^(S). 
By some simple calculation, Herglotz wave function is an entire solution to the 
Helmholtz function, and Vg{x) is analytic. 
Lemma 2.1.4 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the Herglotz wave 
function and its density g(d). 
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Proof Suppose Vg{x) = 0 for all x G R^, by the Fimk-Hecke formula[E05], 
js /(士 • d)Yn{d)dsid) = \nYn(x), (2.14) 
with Yr, the two-dimensional Neumann functions of order n, and 
慕 ( 丨 丨 ( 2 . 1 5 ) 
where 尸打⑴ are the Chebyshev polynomials of degree n given by 
貼 ) = ( — 巧 ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
Consider Vx G S^ = (a;: |a;| = r}， 
Vgi^) •= [ e - — 双 ⑷ d s � 
Js 
also defines a Herglotz wave function. 




substitute above expression into v(x), 




= 0 , 
with A„(r) = 2 认�t^^dt. We have to let = 0 for all n to make 't，g(x) 
vanish uniformly and g(d) = 0 is implied.• 
Lemma 2.1.5 Let D be a domain of class C ,^ then the space of all Herglotz 
wave functions of their restrictions to D，denoted by W(D), is dense in the 
space VV(D), defined by 
>V(/)) = {u e C^{D) : (A + = 0}’ (2.17) 
which is a closed subspace ofC°°(D). 
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Proof It suffices to show if u G VV(D)，satisfying < u,v>=0 for all v € W{D), 
then u = 0 in ZX 
Let UQ = u- XD, UQ is an extension of u by zero to R?，then use Fourier transform 
technique and Fubini's theorem we can get UQ = 0. See [W04] for more details.D 
Furthermore, we have the following denseness property[W04]: 
Lemma 2.1.6 For a domain D of class C^, W(D) is dense in W(D)门 H�D�. 
Next we show the denseness of Herglotz wavefunction in the trace space[W04]. 
Lemma 2.1.7 Let D be some domain of class CP. If k"^ is not an eigenvalue of 
the negative Dirichlet Laplacian in D, then the Herglotz operator H is hounded, 
injective and {v\dD]v\dD = IIg, g G L'^{S)} is dense in II^dD). 
Proof For g G H^{dD), since k"^ is not an eigenvalue of the negative Dirichlet 
Laplacian in D, we can find a unique u E H^{D) satisfying 
• 
Au + k'^u = 0,in D 
< (2.18) 
Bu = g, on dD 
where B is introduced as the trace operator. By lemma 2.1.6, we can approximate 
u in H^{D) by V e W{D). The tracc operator is bounded and Bv gives the 
desired approximation of g on H2(dD), this proves the denseness of Herglotz 
wave function on H^{dD). The injectivity and boundedness of Herglotz operator 
H follow from the uniqueness of the above boundary value problem, the injectivity 
of Herglotz wave function on the whole R^(lemma 2.1.4) and the boundedness of 
the trace operator B.U 
The next lemma gives the scattered field and the far-field patterns of Herglotz 
wave function [CK98]. 
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Lemma 2.1.8 For a given function g G the solution to the scattering 
problem for the incident wave 
v\x) = [ e如 d g � d s � , X G 
Js 
is given by 
v'ix) = f 7/(.T； d)q(d)dsid), e R2 \ Z), 
Js 
and has the far field pattern 
VOO{i) = J Uooix; d)g{d)ds{d), x eS, 
where u^ and u^o correspond to the scattered field and far-field patterns of = 
eifcx d respectively. 
Finally we are ready to present the main theorem for linear sampling method [CK06]: 
Theorem 2.1.9 D is of class C^, for every e > 0 and z e D there is a solution 
9z = z) G Z/2(S) of the inequality 
< e (2.19) 
such that 
II仏lb(s) = oo, HWHHD) = oo (2.20) 
where v is the Herglotz wave function with kernel g. 
IfzeR^\D, then for given e > 0 , every g � , z) e L'^{S) that satisfies 
(2.21) 
is such that 
\\9Z\\LHS) = o o ,丨 I W | / / i ( D ) = oo (2.22) 
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Proof Take sound-soft scatterer case as an example, for z e D, ii there exists 
some g, s.t. the corresponding Herglotz wave function Vg(x) solves the following-
interior boundary value problem: 
‘ 
Aw(x) + k?wix) = 0, X e D , 
< (2.23) 
w(x) + z) = 0, X G dD. 
We show that the far-field equation is solvable, i.e. is in the range of F. 
Since k^  is not an Dirichlet eigenvalue of negative Laplacian, the boundary value 
problem is well-posed. Prom the boundary condition 
一 z ) = Vg(x) = Hg(x), X e dD 
where H denotes the Herglotz wave operator, ^{x, z) has no singularity in the 
exterior of D, then both v{()) and are radiating solutions to the exterior 
boundary value problem: 
Au(x) + k'^u(x) = 0, a: G R 2 \ D， 
< (2.24) 
u{x) + = 0, X G dD. 
The far-field pattern of v{g) and should be coincide by Rellich's lemma(corollary 
1.1.8). From lemma 2.1.8, we know 
全)=j Uoo{x; d)g{d)ds{d), x G S, 
and thus the far-field pattern of >^(.7；, z) can be represented as 
^OO(^) = J u^{x;d)g{d)ds{d). 
It implies that the far-field equation is solvable as g(d) one solution. 
On the other hand, if the far-field equation Fg^ = $00 is solvable, then <^>00 rep-
resents the far-field pattern of Vg = Jg e如•�(d)ds(cO again by lemma 2.1.8. We 
know the far-field pattern of $ is $00, by Rcllich's lemma, the radiating solutions 
and their far-field patterns are one-to-one, so we conclude on dD, Hg ^ = 0. 
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Let Vg be the extension of Hg from dD to D. Here we have found a Herglotz 
wave function Vg solving the previous boundary value problem. 
To conclude, the solvability of the far-field equations is equivalent to the solv-
ability of some interior boundary value problem 2.23 and with Herglotz wave 
function being the solution. However, it does not generally hold that the solu-
tion of the problem 2.23 always can be represented as a Herglotz wave function. 
Thanks to the denseness property of Herglotz wave function in the solution space 
of Helmholtz equation in D (lemma 2.1.5)，for any e > 0 and some solution w(x), 
we can find Herglotz wave function v^g , such that \\w-Vg\\Hi{D) < e and the trace 
of w and Vg satisfying — (卯）< c\\w - Vg\\Hi{D) by lemma 2.1.7 . 
Define the operator B which maps the boundary data to its far-field patterns. 
Sincc the exterior Dirichlet Helmholtz problem is well-posed, the scattered field 
continuously depends on the boundary data of the scatterer, and by definition 
the far-field pattern depends continuously on the scattered field outside D, so the 
far field pattern depends continuously on the boundary data, i.e. B is bounded 
operator. Now B{w\eD) = z)) = (I�oo’ ii z e D, then 
-少ooll = — B(w)U.s < c\\w 一 “ 如 ） < c'\\w - V.WH^D) < C'e, 
for some constant c and c' related to D. 
Moreover by the boundedness of trace operator, and w{x) = -$ ( : c ’ z) on dD, 
INI//I(D) > c'Iji/分 11减如）> c〃(||$||"•(如）-c'e). (2.25) 
U z e dD, the fundamental solution z) has a singularity a.t x = z, the 
norm II少II"杏(谷^ )^ blows up; thus | 卜 o o from inequality ( 2.25); 
and by Vg = /g is analytic, 
IIP�||l2(S) > ||t^ J//i(D)， (2.26) 
the norm blows up either as 2 —> dD. Thus we have proved the first 
part of the theorem. 
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If z G R^ \ D, suppose w{x) can be extended to R^ and solve the exterior 
problem 2.24, then from theorem 1.1.2 
丄 一 纖 + ， 陶 ) 卜 ’ 
when X = z, w(z) = ^(z, z) —^  oo by Green's formula again applied to 屯(x,y). 
So 'tn(x) has a singularity at z e its far-field pattern can never be analytic, 
which implies w{x) can not be extended to solve the exterior problem 2.24, i.e. 
y) is not in the range of F. Thus even when \\w-Vg\\H^D) < e, and the far-
field pattern of Vg does not satisfy - < ce generally. For every g that 
can satisfy this inequality, we must have ||�(:r)||L2(s) > |卜⑶"i(d) — oo when 
e — 0 otherwise there exists a uniformly bounded sequence when e —>• 0 
in L^(S). The far-field operator F is compact, so there exists a subsequence 
such that F g “ converges when t -> 0，i.e. ||F("“）- >^oo|| 0 by our 
assumption. This contradicts to the previous argument.• 
Remark |j”J|//i(D) can not be used as an indicator function, since the norm 
depends on D which is unknown. 
For the theoretic justification of the factorization method, the most important 
things wo do are to figure out the range of the operator (F*F)t, and the relation 
between F and 
Definition Define the single layer potential S restricted to the boundary by 
{Scl>){x) := [ x e dD, (2.27) 
JdD 
where denotes the fundamental solution of Hclmholtz equation. 
Lemma 2.1.10 The far-field pattern of Scf) is given by 
{Scl>)oo{x) = 7 f e-'''ycf>{y)dy. (2.28) 
JdD 
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Remark Similar to Herglotz wave function, the single layer-potential can also 
be used as approximation functions. 
Definition Define the operator B : H^{dD) L f^O, 27r] which maps the bound-
ary data u = f to the far-field pattern of the radiating solution u to the exterior 
Dirichlet Helmholtz problem. 
Lemma 2.1.11 If k"^ is not an Dirichlet eigenvalue of —A, B is injective, com-
pact and has dense range in 27r]. 
We refer to [CC06] for the proof. 
Lemma 2.1.12 The far field operator F can be factored as[CCO6] 
with B* : L2[0,27r] — H-'^dD) and S* : R-^dD) — H^dD) the adjoints of 
iw 
operator B and S respectively and 7 = ； i n R^. 
Proof Recall the far-field equation Fg ==办^o, Fg represents the far-field pattern 
of the incident field Vg by lemma 2.1.8，then 
Fg = -BHg� 
where H denotes the Herglotz wa,ve operator. Since the adjoint of H is defined 
JdD 
which coincides to ^{S(j))oo by lemma 2.1.10’ so 
7 / / V = (<S0)oo, 
i.e.，H* = BS and 
H = 




Next we give two major theorems[CC06] consisting the theoretical justification 
of the factorization method. 
Theorem 2.1.13 For any point z 6 R^, define the function 
4>z{x) •= e-认全、xes. (2.29) 
Then 小之 G 尺(5) if and only if z € D. 
Proof The argument for z e D has already been contained in the proof of 
theorem 2.1.9 on linear sampling method. Here we give a slightly different one 
for factorization method based on [CC06]. Recall the definition of the operator 
B which maps the boundary data u = f on dD to its far field pattern, i.e. 
Bf = Uoo. If z e D and define / : = - $ ( • ’ z)\dD. Since z) is a solution to 
the Helmholtz equation in R^ \ D, so Bf = z) = 
If 2 G R2 \ D, assume there exists f G H^dD) such that Bf =对,,by Rellich's 
lemma f ^ = 0 on dD and u = z) solves the exterior Dirichlet problem. 
The singularity of at x = z contradicts to the fact that u is analytic in 
R2 \ Hence 小名 is not in the range of B. 
lizedD and f = $(.’ z) G Hl(dD), then •，z) G H\D), and is in 
but •少 is neither in L'^{D) nor in because of its singularity dXx = z, 
i.e. $ is not in H�D) or \ D) and not a solution of the exterior or interior 
Helmholtz problem. It implies is not in the range of B. 
In conclusion, is in the range of B if and only if z e D. • 
Now we give the property of operator B* for later use[CC06]. 
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Lemma 2.1.14 F is compact and injective, then F*F is compact, self-adjoint, 
and positive definite, and there exists a singular system {A^, ipj, sign(Xj)ipj}f, 
such that Xj > 0 and {ipj}'^ is complete in L f^O, 27r]. 
Moreover define B*岭j = y/Xj^j, then is a Riesz basis for H'^^dD). 
Then the range of {F*F)~^ can be described in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1.15 Assume that if k"^ is not an Dirichlet eigenvalue of - A, B is 
injective, then the range of B is given by 
B{HHdD)) = i^，寸j oo,wherepj = = 27r]), 
where sign{Xj)iljj} is the singular system of the far field operator F. 
Proof Wc follow the proof idea of [CC06l,but give more detailed demonstrations. 
Now we prove the first part of the equality. 
Suppose that I3(p = '0 for some ip e //*(<9/))，consider the adjoint operator 
S* ： H-^{dD) -> H^dD) of the single layer potential, since S*ip = S* is an 
oo oo 
isomorphism and thus (S*)''^ exists. Define = with 冗[g^-p < 
j=i 
oo by lemma 2.1.14，then we have 
oo 
3=1 
Since BS*B*iJjj = A/0力 -T^y/\jBS*ipj = Xji/jj, B S * 釣 = y / T f i / j j , 
OO oo 
^ = Pj吻:h 
J=1 3=1 
with pj = - j a j and satisfying 
oo I |2 oo 
切 " / � � O . 
3 = 1 I � j 二1 
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oo oo I |2 
On the other hand, let 二 ^ pfijjj with pj satisfying ^ < oo and 
oo oo 
define p^ := ^ ajipj with otj = 专 . T h e n ^ < oo and hence 
^ e H-l(dD). But S � G H^D), whence 
00 00 
B{S*ifi) = -jJ^ajy^^j = Y^pjijj = 
j=i 3=1 
i.e. ^ j jeB{Hh{dD)) . 
Next we prove the second part of the equality. Since k"^  is not an Dirichlet eigen-
value of - A , F satisfies the assumption of lemma 2.1.14, (F*F)\ is well-defined, 
correspondingly with its eigenvalues { s ign(Aj )^ / i^ } , and the same eigenfunc-
tions {ipj}. 
Clearly B(Hl(dD)) c range(F*F)i For any function f in the range of 
there exists (/?, s.t. {F*F)^(p = f. 
Since 
�Ff，j = s i g n ( A � y ^也， 
we have 
— h •丨 
二 ik i r < 00 
which implies f E B{H2{dD)), thus range(F*F)i C B{H2{dD)) and the second 
equality implies.• 
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2.1.4 Summarize 
We summarize the advantage of linear sampling method by the following high-
lights: 
1. The boundary condition is not necessary for the scheme. 
2. It does not involve approximation domains and the geometrical difficulties 
which evolve from the use of approximation domains can be avoided. 
3. It can be easily used for the treatment of scatterers which consist of several 
separate components or three-dimensional scatters which are not simply 
connectcd. 
2.2 Point Source Method 
2.2.1 Historical Review 
Point source method(PSM) is another kind of reconstruction method. It can be 
categorized to decomposition method, since it consists of solving a linear ill-posed 
problem and then a non-linear well-posed optimization problem. The point source 
method must consider the appropriate domain of approximation previously, the 
steps seem more tricky than linear sampling method, but they share the math-
ematical framework on using fundamental solutions of Helmholtz equation, Her-
glotz wavefunction approximation and so on. 
The point source method was firstly proposed by Potthast in the paper [P96]. In 
the past two decades, Potthast and his collaborators and students keep enriching 
and redesigning this idea. Based on point source method, some other related 
methods were developed, for example the singular source method and the range-
test method. In the following we give a brief review on a series papers on point 
soiircc method with its applications. 
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The first papers [P96] deals with 2-d acoustic scattering problem for a bounded 
domain, the boundary conditions for obstacles are Dirichlet or Neumann bound-
ary conditions. However, the analysis for point source method has not been com-
pleted. Then the paper [P98] gave the theory of acoustic and electromagnetic 
scattering by bounded obstacles in two dimensions. The boundary conditions 
are Dirichlet conditions for acoustics and the perfect conductor boundary con-
ditions for electromagnetics. Numerical examples for acoustic inverse scattering 
problems in 2-D were provided. The theory for inverse acoustic scattering with 
Neumann boundary condition in two or three dimensions can be found in [P99] 
and [P06]. Numerical results for 3-d acoustic and electromagnetic problems were 
shown in the latter book[P06] and [BHEP06]. Point source method can also 
deal with medium scattering problem. The paper [AP02] recovered two-layered 
acoustic medium in 2-d case, it reconstructed the fields and an unknown scat-
terer with Dirichlet boundary conditions from limited aperture data. Moreover, 
PSM has been used to solve problems such as electrical impedance tomography 
problem [EPOS] and magnetic tomography problem [K05], field and shape recon-
struction for unbounded domain [CWL04], scattering problems in the time do-
main [LP06]. In the paper [LOS] a multi-static version of the point source method 
was presented and was linked to the generalized eigenfunction expansion theo-
rem. Theoretical analysis of point source method can be found in [LNP07] which 
provided an improved error analysis and the paper [LP09] revealed the duality of 
the potential method and the point source method in inverse scattering problems. 
Recently the research focused on combining the point source method with source 
splitting technique to recover the shape of scatterers with more than one compo-
nent. If the scattered field of each component is split from the observed far-field 
data containing information of all components, then the reconstruction scheme 
can be conducted separately around each scattcr, and the sampling area can be 
greatly rcduced. The papers [PFN07] and [BHLP07] on sourcc splitting via the 
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point source method can provide an investigation on this development. 
In section 2.2.2 and section 2.2.3, some preliminary results are given before 
wc present the PSM in section 2.2.4. 
2.2.2 Superposition of Plane Waves 
In previous section, the Herglotz operator H : L'^{dD) has the proper-
tics of injectivity and denseness under appropriate assumptions. Here instead of 
the boundary of the scatterer, we consider the Herglotz operator on the boundary 
of a general domain G, i.e. H : L'^(dG). The motivation is as follows: 
let D 6 G and zeG, with the denseness of H on dG, one can find a Herglotz wave 
function v\dG Hg that approximate some special incident function f on dG, for 
example the point source(mono pole) or the multipoles. Moreover, the approxi-
mation we are doing here can be shown to satisfy the following property[P06]: 
Lemma 2.2.1 If Gz is a domain of class z) is a solution to Helmholtz 
equation or Maxwell's equations in G, then Ve > 0，if3gl{') G s.t. 
then let 
v'{x) := f e — � ( i s � ’ x G G,, 
Js 
for compact subset M C G^, there exists a sequence and n � G N，with 
II少（.，z) - <€ , V n > no. (2.30) 
From this property, one can solve the linear integral equation of the first kind, 
j s � M d s � = z ) , X G dG, (2.31) 
to get a density function ry^ , such that the Herglotz wave function 
(2.32) 
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Consider the original exterior Dirichlet problem, by theorem 1.1.2 and lemma 
1.1.3’ 
Y W = j j ^ ^ ^ W � - K R2 \ A (2.33) 
^oo(i) = 7 / zeK^\D. (2.34) 
JdD ou diy 
If we use the approximated Herglotz wave function to (^-,2；) in D, then substitute 
少 ^ J g e 如 . 〜 � : = v ' { x , z ) into ( 2.33), we have 
= I [l^ 8 �二 g j � d � � ^ _ 一 义 “ 沢 一 ⑷ ) 一 ） 
f r /^pifcyd \ 
=i L 趣 - 一 . V � ) M y m d ) M d ) 
=-[Uoo{-d)gl(d)ds(d). 
7 Js 
Lemma 2.2.2 Mt > 0，there exists gl{d) s.t. 
uniformly for any incident direction x with constant C, where 
u'(z) = - [ Uoo{-d;x)gl{d)ds(d), (2.35) 
7 Js 
Proof 
丨 等 , s ⑷ 丨 二 f ( 释 t 屯 
JdD V 
Qu^ \ 
(之’ y) - ；(/)) —(：</)) ds{:y) 
引丨a(昨’ t 吵 ’ … ) l 丨 巧 如 ) 丨 卜 测 
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z is not in so 中(z,y) e If�G), by the boundedness of trace mapping, 
丨 记 ⑷ - 彻 丨 < 严 乂 ： 椒 ) 丨 丨 如 ) 
Qu^ 
< C[e + C'^e 
where C = ||n^ ||L2(a£))}- Clearly the above argument does 
not depend on specific incident direction, thus the result holds for all incident 
directions.• 
Remark We can use equation ( 2.35) to reconstruct the scattered field at z. 
2.2.3 Approximation of Domains 
Thanks to the assumption that D C G^ and zeG^, we are able to recover the 
near-field scattering data from the far-field patterns by equation ( 2.35). However, 
generally the scatterer D is unknown in our problem, even though we have a prior 
information that D is contained in some ball Br and technically it is impossible 
to choose such G^ for arbitrary point z. It seems that keeping trying different 
domains and choosing a criterion to discriminate the qualified domain from other 
candidates are the only way to do in practical numerical implementation. Like 
many other inverse problems we pay more computation cost for the lack of infor-
mation. But what kind of domain of approximation and what choosing scheme 
can make sure there do exists at least one qualified domain in all candidates? 
First of all we define a kind of domain that can be used as approximation domain. 
Definition (Exterior cone condition) For each x G R"^ \ D，there is a cone 
co(x,p,/^e) := (yeR"^: cosO^e)} (2.36) 
\y — 
with direction p G S, and opening angle pe in the exterior R/" \D oi D. 
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Remark Exterior cone condition is a geometrical condition, it can be seen as a 
condition to limit non-convexity and, simultaneously, allow scattercr consisting 
of several separate components. It guarantees that each point x on the boundary 
dD can be reached by an exterior infinite cone co{x, p, Pe) with a direction p e S 
depending on x and a fixed given opening angle Pe-
Lemma 2.2.3 Given the domain D C BR^{0), where BR^(0) represents a ball 
centered at origin and with radius Re. There is 0 < Po < pe and po > 0 such that 
all domains 
Dp ：= (2.37) 
with 0 < p < PQ satisfy the exterior cone condition with angle (3Q. 
With the help of the cone co{x, p, Pe) , the test domain is defined by 
G - ：二 召 - ( z - 命 \ � ( z - 命 内 “ 。 ) . （2.38) 
For cach z G BR^ (0)\Dp one can always obtain a vector p G S such that D C Gz’p,p 
and clearly 2 is outside the test domain. 
Remark 1. It is possible to choosc a domain C C Gz,p,f) with zG(7 and bound-
ary dG of class (72’ the Herglotz wave operator {Hg){x) := /g 
from L2(S) to L'^{dG) has dense range in L^idG)[POQ]. 
2. The domain defined above makes more possible to reach the boundary 
dD, compared to other kinds of domains, such as balls, ellipses and so on. 
But still one can also use balls or ellipses as test domains when domain D 
is for example a ball or a ellipse. 
Given above preparation, we can choose domains as above to be the test domains, 
then adjust the orientation p until D C Gz-
In the end wc give the criterion of choosing the domain that D C Gz. In 
scction 2.2.2，wc demonstrated the feasibility of approximating <J> on dG^ when 
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D C Gz and zeGz. Let be two approximating Herglotz wave functions 
corresponding to different error levels ei, €2 > 0 on dG respectively, from lemma 
2.2.2, the reconstructed scattered field and are supposed to closed 
enough when €1 and Ci are close to each other if jD C G; on the other hand, 
if D ^ G , then the construction of u^{z) is affected by an arbitrarily large 
approximation error due to the highly oscillating behavior of the approximating 
Herglotz wave functions outside their approximation domain G. Hence define 
I{z) := (2.39) 
and choose cut-off value c w.r.t. e! and 62, if |工⑷| > c then we conclude that D 
is not contained in G, otherwise G = Gz is an admissible domain. One can also 
find this idea in the no response test method. For details refer to [LP03]. 
2.2.4 Algorithm 
Now wc arc ready to present the point source method. In the introduction it 
is pointed out that point source method has undergone a redesigning process 
through the years. One can find different formulations of PSM in [P98, P06, E05]. 
To fix idea, here we use the monopole for sound-soft scatterer case and give two 
versions of PSM schemes. 
Version 1: 
The far-field pattern >^oo of 歪 can be approximated by the mixed reciprocity 
relation and equation( 2.35): 
z) = -x), z e R2 \ A (2.40) 
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z e D and the obstacle is sound-soft, then the approximated Herglotz wave 
function Vg converges to the solution of the following interior problem 
A'u;(.T) + h?w{:x) = 0, x ^ D 
< (2.43) 
w{x) + z) = 0, X G dD, 
\ 
when e — •. Moreover the far-field pattern of Vg converges to that of the funda-
mental solution -$ (• , z) which is ―否⑴=—？已―知全.之； 
If zGD, has a singularity a.t x = z, by Rellich's lemma, and the reconstructed 
丞 o o � = v � d o e s not converges to -少⑴；It implies that |l>oo(士，2) + <l>oo(全,z)\ 
0，only when z — dl). One can use this criterion to characterize the boundary 
of D, i.e. find the set of points where the above function is close zero. 
Remark 1. The argument here is very similar to that of linear sampling 
method. But the difference of PSM and LSM lies in three aspects: 
(a) PSM needs domain of approximation to guarantee the location of the 
point source stays outside of D, LSM does not need the domain ap-
proximation process; 
(b) PSM and LSM use different criterion to identify dD, LSM observes 
the blow up behavior of ||^ 2||l2(s)； 
(c) PSM needs only the far-field data from one incident direction; but 
LSM uses far-field data from all incident directions. 
2. For sound-hard obstacle case, the monopole can not be used for incident 
source, instead we use dipoles 屯乂:c，2;’(2) = a • grad之$(•’：)’ the far-field 
pattern ^oo of and satisfies the following condition: 
少oo(.云，2，a)-屯云’之，a) = a - grad^7i(z, - x ) , (2.44) 
where 少 i s known to be —ikya • u(z, -x) represents the total 
field of original exterior Neumann problem, and ^oo can be approximated 
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similarly as in the sound-soft case. 
For a = I/{ZQ), ZQ G dD, from the zero Neumann condition, |^°°(f，2;’a)— 
—^  0, asz Zq e dD.To identify a point z on dD, one should 
adapt the direction a such that the above function at this point is close to 
zero and the normal vcctor i/{z) of dD is close to a{z). 
3. To make point z possibly approach dD from outside of D, z should be close 
enough to the domain of approximation Gz-
Version 2: 
Since we have used ( 2.35) to reconstruct the scattered field u^{z)，when z goes 
to dD, it should satisfy the sound-soft boundary condition + u® = 0, thus a 
minimum curve of the total field u = u\z) + u^{z) can be an approximation of 
the boundary of D. 
Remark For sound-hard and impedancc condition,聲 is needed, which can also 
be approximated by 
二 -ik f UOO{-d)g,{d)ds{d). (2.45) 
J A 
Now we list the algorithms for both versions of PSM respectively: 
Algorithm 1 : 
Step 1 : For sampling point 2，choose domain Gz, such that D C Gz, and zeGz\ 
Step 2 : Use Herglotz wave function to approximate the incident point source or 
multipolcs on dGz, for this purpose, solve an ill-posed integral equation of 
the first kind to get the density function ()l{d); 
Step 3 : Use formula ( 2.35) to reconstruct the near scattered field from the far-field 
patterns corresponding to incident direction - x ; 
Step 4 : Use mixed reciprocity relation to get the approximated far-field pattern 
<1 . 
^ OO) 
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Step 5 : Choose cut-off value c, 2 is admissible if the condition + <l>oo(i)| 二 
+ 7 e 一 絲 < c is satisfied. 
Step 6 : Repeat step 1-5 with different grid point z,to get a admissible set $。； 
Step 7 : Repeat step 1-6 with different choice of incident direction —x, until the 
union of all admissible sets ^c-x represents a closed connected curve. 
Algorithm 2 : 
Step 1 : For sampling point 2, choose domain Gz, such that D C Gz, and zeGz； 
Step 2 : Use Herglotz wave function to approximate the incident point source or 
multipoles on dGz, for this purpose, solve a ill-posed integral equation of 
the first kind to get the density function gl{d); 
Step 3 : Use formula 2.35 to reconstruct the near scattered field from the far-field 
patterns corresponding to incident direction —f; 
Step 4 : Test the boundary condition on point z to decide if it is on the boundary 
of D. 
Step 5 : Repeat step 1-4 with different z,to get a admissible set ^ c； 
Step 6 : Repeat step 1-5 with different choice of incident direction —x, until the 
union of all admissible sets represents a closed connected curve. 
Remark A third design of point source method can be found in chapter 6 of 
E05]. One can understand the scheme therein as follows: given impenetrable 
obstacle D contained in some ball /i, the incident wave can not penetrate the 
obstacle and thus the enlightened area in B belongs to B \ D. By finding the 
admissible set ^^  = {2 : T(z) < c} for some cut-off value c with respect to different 
approximation domains Gz and incident waves, where X{z) is defined by ( 2.39), 
the domain B \ D can be reconstructed, and the scattcrer D is identified as the 
not enlightened area in B. 
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It is easy to see from the above algorithms that the implementation of point 
source method is no easy job. Although the direct scattering problems are not 
required to solve, there are still a lot to deal with on getting density functions 
and approximation domains. Here we provide some algorithm tips motivating on 
efficient calculation of “ � � and iterative choice of the domain orientation p. 
1. (Domain translation) Fix the domain for origin Go as configuration, and 
compute Vg^ approximating $(. ’ 0) on OGq, then for each point z we choosc 
test domain Gz by translation Gz = z + Gq. Instead of getting density func-
tion gz{(l) from solving an linear integral equation again, now the density 
function g{z,d) = e - 如 � . 
2. (Domain rotation)We try different domains (Jz,j>，f) defined by ( 2.38) by 
rotating the orientation p of the cone. If the approximated domain for 
origin is (7o’po’p，then use an orthogonal matrix M to get a new orientation 
orientation pi, satisfying pi = Mpo, and gi(d) = go(M~^d). 
Summarizing 1，2，the translated and rotated domain of approximation is 
G(M, z) := MGq + z. The translated and rotated Herglotz wave function 
is given by 
v\M-'{x - z),go) = p … ( 一 如 ⑷ c / s ⑷ (2.46) 
= J e认r则e-认〉则如⑷心⑷ (2.47) 
= J e 如 如 . � � ( 2 . 4 8 ) 
=彻於,M，2) ) , (2.49) 
where g(�M, z) := e—如.��(M—irf). 
Remark The orthogonal matrix M should be chosen carefully to make 
sure we don't need to solve the integral equation again to get 
but just rearrange the entries of the numerical solution 吞q. 
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3. Instead of choosing the orientation p by orthogonal matrix, p can also be 
updated by the following iterative scheme[P06]: 
(a) For fixed directions p{z) = Pn, n 二 1,2�...，N, compute the scat-
tered field u^{z;pn), n = 1, 2, • • • , A^ , then we search for the unknown 
boundary dD of the domain D as the minimum curve of the functional 
\{u^{z]Pn) + u^iz, d)\ to obtain a first approximation dDi. 
(b) Adapt the choice oip{z) according to the reconstruction dDk from the 
A:—th step to achieve the condition Dk C Gz,p{z),p and obtain a further 
approximation dDk+\-
(c) Repeat step (b) until the newest updated dDk+i stays very close to 
the shape of dDk-
2.2.5 Summarize 
The characteristics of point source method can be listed as follows: 
1. Need less far-field data. 
2. No need to solve the forward problem. 
3. Need boundary conditions of the unknown objects which is sometimes not 
available in real applications. So this method is usually not directly appli-
cable, it can be used to construct several sampling and probing method, 
such as the singular source method to be introduced in the next section. 
2.3 Singular Source Method 
2.3.1 Historical Review 
The singular source method(SSM) is firstly suggested in [P99]. This method has 
close relation with the point source method. One already knows from the linear 
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sampling method that even the boundary condition of the scatterer, i.e. the 
property of the scatter, is not a prior information, it is still possible to recover 
the boundary just from far-field patterns. This is because the far-field pattern 
depends continuously on the scattered field and thus on the boundary data by the 
well-posedness of exterior problems. The far-field patterns alone can provide the 
information of the scatterer. It is desirable to develop a direct imaging method 
under the framework of point source method, which does not need the boundary 
condition. This is why singular source method was brought up by Potthast after 
the point source method. The ingredient of SSM include defining a backprojection 
operator to reconstruct the approximated scattered field $^ (2：, z) and using it as 
an indicator function for identification purpose. 
The paper [POO] gave 2-d theoretical results for acoustic scattering problems with 
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions and numerical results in 2-d case were 
presented. Then the book [P06]gave the theory for 3-d acoustic obstacle scattering 
problems and electromagnetic scattering by a perfect conductor; moreover 3-
d acoustic numerical reconstruction was presented in chapter 5 therein. Other 
papers on this topic can be found in [E05, BHEP06] and the survey paper [P06-2 . 
On the topic of SSM applied to inverse medium scattering problem, the paper 
PS05] used SSM to solving an inverse acoustic transmission problem, where 
the medium scatterer had the same refractive index as the background medium. 
Convergence proof and numerical results on recovering the transmission boundary 
and the function A were given. The mathematical foundation for inhomogeneous 
medium scattering problems were proposed in [P99] and the book [P06]. In [P04] 
a pieccwise constant n{x) of an inhomogeneous medium was reconstructed via 
singular source method. Numerical results for 2-d pieccwise constant medium 
was given in [P06-2]. 
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2.3.2 Algorithm 
The idea of the singular source method is to reconstruct the scattered field z) 
for an incidence z), under suitable assumptions on the scatterer and with 
the singularity chosen appropriately, 
^ oo, z ^ d D . (2.50) 
Lemma 2.3.1 For sound soft or sound hard obstacle scatterer the scattered field 
of the incident point source <I>(.7；, y) satisfies: 
— oo， z — dD. (2.51) 
Proof Given incident source z), consider the following exterior problem with 
sound-soft condition: 
Aw(x) + k^w{x) = 0, xeR^\D, 
< (2.52) 
w(x) + z) = 0’ X e dD. 
The solution of ( 2.52) represents the scattered field corresponding to $(•, z), 
denoting z). The following argument is similar to the first version of PSM: 
When 2 is outside of D, the singular function z) then cannot be a solution to 
this problem ( 2.52), and the solution (•，z) has no singularity on x 
but when z —> dD, ^^(x) = -^(x, z) solves the problem with the singularity 
happening at x = z on dD, where z) = —$(2;, z). Thus we have proved 
—> 00 when z —>• dD for the sound soft case. 
The argument for sound-hard case is similar, with the boundary condition being 
replaced with 
— [ ？ + = 0, X e dD. 
• 
The following theorem [POG] provides a more elegant result on the blow up 
behavior of z)\: 
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Theorem 2.3.2 Consider the scattering of a point-source $(.’ z) by a sound-soft 
or sound-hard scatterer D. In R^ there exist constants t,c > 0，such that the 
scattered field satisfies the lower estimate 
\^'{z,z)\>c\\nd{z,D)\ (2.53) 
in the strip 0 < d[z, D) < r. With constants C, E > Q we have the upper estimate 
z)\ <C\lnd{z,D)\ + E (2.54) 
for all z £ B\D. In R®, the corresponding estimates are 
and 
剛 丨 S R ^ W (2.56) 
When using singular source method to identify inhomogeneous medium, it 
worths noting that a point source can not be used as incident source since it 
is bounded uniformly for all x G R爪 and lost the blow up behavior. See the 
following lemma [P06]: 
Lemma 2.3.3 For scattering of a point-source $(.，z) by an inhomogeneous medium 
we have 
< c , rreRm， zeR'^\D 
with a constant c uniformly for scatterers D. 
Luckily by the following theorem 2.3.4 [P06] the scattered wave field of multipole 
incident waves instead have the blow up behavior at the boundary of D, thus we 
must use multipoles in medium scattering problems. 
Theorem 2.3.4 With fi given the scattering of a multipole from an inho-
mogeneous medium scatterer D. There are constants r, c � 0 , such that in the 
strip 0 < d{z, D) <T the scattered field ^ satisfies the lower estimate 
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uniformly for scatterers D, where zq G dD is defined by the unique representation 
z = ZQ-i- hy{zQ) and fj, represents the order of the multipole. With constants C,E 
for all z e B/D and q e Q we have upper estimate 
\%J{z,z)<c\\nd(z,D)\-i-E 
uniform,ly for D. 
Next wc reconstruct the scattered wave z) based on the idea of point source 
method [EOS]. 
Suppose D is contained in some ball B. The area enlightened by some incident 
wave is a compact set oi B\ D, say For any x,z G C, if the Herglotz wave 
function approximates $(.，z) on dGz and the norm ！卜》：一$(.，z)\\ct(D) is less than 
then by the well-posedness of the the exterior Dirichlet problem and lemma 
2.1.8, 
z)- J u'ix,x)gl{x)ds{x)\ < Cie. (2.57) 
Furthermore by point source method, u^{x,x) is constructed by its far-field pat-
tern and 
sup站sK(工”云）--/ x)g'^{d)ds(d)\ < i, (2.58) 
7 Js 
for all X e 
Combine the above two estimates, define the backprojection operator 
(Qw)(x,z) := i f f gl{d)gl{x)w{-d, x)ds{d)ds(x). (2.59) 
7 Js Js 
Then by simple estimation, 
+ 1 f u%x,x)gl{x)ds{x) - [ ( - [ u^(-d,xmd)ds(d)) gl{x)ds{x)\ 
Js Js \7 Js 
< cie + C2e||p^ ||L2(s), 
with constant ci’c2 > 0. 
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By theorem 2.1.9, with z outside the scatterer, ||以become unbounded when e —>• 
0. But ill our algorithm e is fixed by a prior choice, i.e. under the approxiination 
domain strategy which uses Go as a fixed configuration, and ||成 || < c � t h e n 
lb;II = Ik—认�o(M—id)|| < Ce uniformly with respect to z, furthermore we can 
let e := then the approximation error can be controlled by 
丨作’ z) - QeUoo{x, z)\ < (ci + C2)e 
uniformly for (.t, Z) e ^ x 
In conclusion, Quoo{x, z) provides a formula for calculating ^^{x, z). Finally 
the unknown shape is found as the set of points z where the approximation 
z)\ bccomcs large. 
The procedures of Singular Source method are: 
Step 1 : Find for 2 e 5 a domain G^^D D and zeG：,] 
Step 2 : Calculate the density function gl, gl G L^(S) corresponding to error level 
e and i respectively; 
Step 3 : Calculate the indicator function I{z) := \Quoo{z, z)\] 
Step 4 : Choose some suitable cut-off value C > 0 and decide z e dD, if \I{z)\ > C. 
2.3.3 Far-field Data 
Nuinorical realizations of singular source method use a finite data set which con-
sists of finite number of far-field patterns coming from several incident directions. 
In general one can not prove uniqueness for a finite data set by the incompleteness 
of the fcir-field patterns in 2tt](theorem 1.1.9). Moreover it is still an open 
problem on the unique determination of D from all far-field patterns of only one 
incident direction, e— uniqueness theory for finite data is proposed in the book 
[P06] to analyze the reconstruction effect of singular source method. 
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Define a discrete backprojection operator Q(nQ, rii) by the numerical technique 
one uses when calculating z) = z) with finite data set {"^ ^。打 }^, 
then we have following error estimate: 
Lemma 2.3.5 For scattering by a sound-soft or sound-hard scatterer I) we con-
sider the approximation of by Q(no’^i)"f^J^o’ni). G如en p, a > 0， there are 
'parameter 6, e > 0 and even integers rii, uq 6 N, such that 
- < a (2.60) 
for all x,z e B \ Dp, for which D C Gx,p,p is satisfied for p = p{x) or D C Gz�p�p 
for p = p{z). is defined by 2.38. 
The main result is as follows: 
Theorem 2.3.6 (e- uniqueness for the reconstruction of the shape of a scatterer) 
Given e�0， the r e are no, rii G N' such that, if for two scatterers Di and D2 the 
/a'r field patterns for all directions of incidence d G S„‘，coincide at the UQ 
observations points x € S^^, then the HausdorjJ distance 
d{Di, D2) •.= D2), Di)} (2.61) 
between the scatterers Di and D2 satisfies the estimMe 
d{lh,D2) < (2.62) 
The distance d{Di, D2) tends to zero, if Ui and uq tend to infinity. 
2.3.4 Summarize 
The singular source method is summarized as follows: 
1. SSM also use domain approximation and Herglotz wave function to con-
struct near scattered field, so it is developed based on PSM; we already 
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know that SSM has advantages over PSM on it applicability, i.e. SSM does 
not need the boundary conditions, the reconstruction algorithm is the same 
for the sound-soft and sound-hard boundary condition. Nevertheless the 
pricc paid for the advantage of the method of singular sources are demon-
strated in two aspccts: 
(a) For computing the integral in SSM, 
5^ (2’：）= - [ i f u^{-d,x)gM)9z{^)ds(x) , (2.63) 
7 Js Js 
we need far-field patterns at different observation points and from a 
large number of incident directions . 
From the algorithm of point source method, theoretically only data 
for one incident wave is needed. But by numerical simulation[P06], 
the reconstruction effect is usually not good, so in [POG] the measured 
data, consists of the far field patterns for six different incident waves 
at 256 observation points. For each incident direction d , the approx-
imated boundary is got from point source procedure, then they built 
the union of all the curves and removed those points from the union, 
which according to the orientation of the domain of approximation 
and the union of points for the six steps could not be the part of the 
boundary of the scatter. The result after the removal-step is the final 
curve we got. 
(b) Another pricc of SSM is the ill-posedness of the reconstruction oper-
ator (2.63) whose norm is . ) | | . ) | | ’ it is the square of the 
operator norm of point source method. 
2. Prom lemma 2.3.3, SSM incited by point sources does not work when dealing 
with piecewise constant medium or other inhomogeneous medium, since 
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$6�(2, z) will be bounded independently of the location of its source point z. 
But the scatter field of iimltipoles z) with appropriate order can have 
the blow up property. 
2.4 Probe Method 
2.4.1 Historical Review 
Probe method was firstly proposed by Ikehata in 1998 in the paper [198]. It 
rcconstructcd the shape of some inhomogeneity in some conducting area from 
Dirichlct-to-Neumann map via the probe method. It can also be categorized to 
clircct imaging method, which has no need to solve the direct scattering problems. 
Different from point source method, the probe method reconstructs the near scat-
tered field by deriving the D-t-N map. The papers [198] dealt with 3-d inverse 
scattering problems by probe method. [CLN03] proposed a scheme to rccover the 
shape of an obstacle and the boundary impedance for inverse acoustic problems; 
then in the book [100] further applications and discussions related to the inverse 
conductivity problems and the inverse acoustic obstacle scattering problems with 
Neumann boundary conditions were presented. If the boundary dD has some dis-
continuity, a localized D-t-N map were developed in [102] for inverse conductivity 
problem. Other applications were investigated in a series of papers. For instance, 
reconstructing cracks [103] in conductive media and in clastic media; recovering 
the shape of medium with jumps[IN04]. 
Probe method theoretically is an exact method, whereas the numerical realization 
is of groat computation effort. [E05] and [EP06] gave numerical realization of 
probe methods using similar techniques as for the singular sources method. 
It is worth mentioning that similar to probe method, the range test method also 
developed a tool, say the approximate domain to probe the support of scatter, 
instead of by a 'needle' function. The probing scheme of range test method can 
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be found in the survey paper [P06]. 
2.4.2 Needle 
Definition For any continuous curve c = { c � | 0 < t < 1}, it is a needle in 
domain Q if it satisfies: 
1. c(0),c(l) e dn ； 
2. c(t) e Q, 0<t<l. 
Definition The geometric impact parameter (G7P) is defined by 
t(c, D) = siip{0〈力 < 1;c(s) e n\D,VO < s < i}. (2.64) 
Clearly GIP = 1 c does not touch any point on dD. 
So dD = {c(0； t = t{c, D), c is a needle and t(c, D) < 1}. 
Question: How to get GIF for different shape of obstacles? 
Ikchata developed his method in the framework of boundary value problems. 
Define the indicator functional 
/ ( / ) [ (A - Ao)f{y) • f(y)ds(y), (2.65) 
Jn 
where A denote the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for the problem 
Aii + A:2u = 0’inr2\D, (2.66) 
u\dD = g, (2.67) 
n\dn = L (2.68) 
with {j = 0 and 八o denotes the Dirichlet-to-Neiimann map for the problem 
Au + = 0, (2.69) 
= f. (2.70) 
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Here wc assume that the homogeneous problems are uniquely solvable, i.e. k"^  is 
not an interior Diriclilct eigenvalue o f � 2 and 0 \ D. The function f is chosen to 
be the boundary values f := tvj如 of some approximation Vn to the point-source 
(I)(.’ 2：). The following result[199] explains the behavior of the indicator function 
ill the interior of the unknown domain and gives a full theoretical justification. 
Here wc use c{z) to denote some needle with tip i.e. some smooth injective 
curve which connects dQ and z. 
Theorem 2.4.1 Consider functions Vn on Q which approximate the function 
(I)(.，20 on compact subsets of the approximation domain G := Q \ c(z) in the 
sense that 
||(I>(.，z) - WnllcHM) — 0’ n - ^ o o (2.71) 
for all compact subsets M of G. If D C G and k is sufficiently small (more 
•precisely ck'^ < 1 with a constant c uniformly in z), then 
lim |/K) j = oo, (2.72) 
N—KX> 
where the functional I is defined by equation( 2.65). 
Remark For point sourcc ease, I is a, approximation of z), the probe 
method and the singular sourcc method coincide. 
2.4.3 Algorithm 
Assume k�is not a Dirichlct eigenvalue of 一A in Q or in Q\D, the reconstruction 
proccdiirc[I99j for recovering obstacle is presented as follows: 
Step 1 : Define a needle c{t) for domain Q. 
Step 2 : For cach 0〈力 < 1，construct a sequence of boundary data {/„(•; c(^))} 
cm dfl in such a way that the solution Vn of the Dirichlet problem 
(A + = 0’ ill 
< (2.73) 
V71 = fn{'-,c{t)), on dQ, 
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converges to in \ {c(i')|0 < t' < t}). 
Step 3 : Find two functions 如 ( . ; c � ) ， c ( t ) ) on dfl such that 
fn(-r;c(t))= [ ^x,y)gn{y;c(t))da{y), (2.74) 
Jdn 
fn(x-,c{t))= [ <V{x,y)g:Xy\c(t))da{y). (2.75) 
Jdn 
Step 4 : Set 
/卞’ c) = lim Re / {g:Xy, c{t)) - g丄y., c{t))Uy\c(t))da{y)}. (2.76) 
n—oo J 拟 
Find the supremum of the set T^(c) of all numbers r G (0,1) satisfying the 
condition: 
尸(t ’c) exists for any 0 < t < T and SUPQ^,c) < oo. 
Then if supT^(c) = 1，c never touches dD] 
if supT^(c) < 1’ c � G \ ^  for 0 < ^ < supT^(c) and c(siipT^(c)) G dD. 
Step 5 : Reconstruct D from 
dD — {c(supT®(c))|c is a needle and satisfies supT®(c) < 1}. 
Chapter 3 
Numerical Experiments 
3.1 Discussions on Linear Sampling Method 
3.1.1 Regularization Strategy 
111 this scction we will talk about choosing regularization strategy for the far-field 
(jqufcitioii. Siricc the far-field operator is compact, the far-field equation is ill-
poscd. Considering the numerical stability, usually one uses some regularization 
strategy to get a reasonable approximation to the solution. A famous and wildly 
used strategy in inverse problems is known as Tikhonov regularization, within 
which the regularization parameter is determined by trials. When the far-field 
data suffers from noise, the generalized Morozov principle was proposed[097] to 
dccidc the regularization parameter, hoping the regularized solution has reason-
able accuracy and still stays in the noise range. Besides the classical regularization 
strategies, a SVD-tail regularization was proposed in paper[FGT09] by the obser-
vation that the Picard series of far-field pattern matrix does not converge to zero 
when the singular value of the matrix goes to zero, instead for points outside the 
scattcror, the Picard series significantly increases when the singular value goes 
to zero. Thus one can use the last several entries of the Picard scries to decide 
whether the sampling point stays inside or outside the scatterer. 
61 
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Consider the far-field equation at sampling point 2：: 
(F仏)(f) := J Uoo(x,d)g,{d)ds{d) = 
If one uses the Tikhonov regularization with regularization parameter a to solve 
this equation, then 
= + (3.1) 
It is known that the solution minimizes the following Tikhonov functional 
M ^ ) •'= -屯(• ’ z)\\l,^ s) + —I",’a|li2(s). (3.2) 
Lemma 3.1.1 Define the operator Ra by 
Ra ：二 {F*F + aI)-'F\ (3.3) 
1- Ra is a family of linear and bounded operators, and • B.^Fg；. — g^ for 
all z E D, i.e. the operators RaF converge pointwise to the identity. 
2. The operators R^ are not uniformly bounded, i.e. there exists a sequence 
(cvj) with —oo for j —oo. 
3. The sequence (RaFg) does not converge uniformly on hounded subsets of 
L2(S), i.e. there is no convergence RaF to the identity I in the operator 
norm. 
Proof If z G D, then by theorem 2.1.9’ in the range of F, thus we 
consider the singular system Uj, of the compact operator F, then 
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= ^jUj. Let f{x) = 二 Fg, 
Rafix) ：= + 1 ^ 7 � 
oo 
二 





where q { a , i i ) = 嘉 . 
1. clearly g(a，fi) < for all o； > 0, 0 < ^ < ||F||, thus Ra is bounded; 
oo 






linif,—0 (/(a,//) = 1 for every 0 < // < ||F||, i.e. 3ao > 0, such that 
己2 
iij) - 1)2 < VO < a < ao and j. 
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Thcn we get the estimate 
N 
11 RaPg - gl12 = I)q(a, J-Lj) - 1)21(g, Uj)12 
j = O 
00 
j=N+l 
<:2 N 2 <:2 
S; 211911 2 f; 1(9, Uj)1 + 4· 8" 
£2 £2 
<-+-
- 2 2 
:::; <:2. 
Thus lima-+o RaF 9 = 9 holds for any g. 
2. We prove by contradiction. Assume there exists constant c and 11 Ro' 11 :::; c 
for all a, then Vy, IIRaYl1 :::; cllYII, by 1., RaY -+ P-ly as a -+ 0, so 
IIP - 1yll :::; cl lyll, i.e. p-1 is bounded, by the proof of lemma 2.1.3, this is 
impo ible. 
3. A SUInc RaP -+ I , since Pis cOlnpact by lemma 2.1.2, and Ra is continuous, 
Ha F is compact. The contradiction is achieved, because q E [}[O,2n] and 
diln( L2 [0, 2nD = 00. 0 
Remark On can choose other q(a, J-L) as long as 
1. Iq(a, J-L)I :::; 1 for all a > 0 and 0 < J-L < IIFII; 
2. For every a > 0 there exists c(a) such that Iq(a, J-L)I < c(a)J-L, for all 0 < 
J-L < IIFII ; 
3. lilna-+o q( a, J-L) = 1 for every 0 < J-L < 11 PII, 
to construct regularization strategies [K06] and they still satisfy lemma 3.1.1. 
For example: 
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1. Truncated Singular value decomposition(TSVD) regularization: 
I 1, u > 7 
• ， , (3.4) 
0, / / < 7 
\ 
oo 1 
Rafii) ：= T - ( f , V j ) u j . ( 3 . 5 ) 
Aij >7 
2. Lavrcnticv regularization: 
•’") 二 77 ^， （3.6) I 7 
oo 
R J i x ) : = J 2 — : — { L v j ) u j . (3.7) 
n = 0 …十7 
3. Laridwcber regularization: 
= (3.8) 
OO 1 /-j 2\ -
E — T � \ f � y j ) u j . (3.9) 
Next wc use the above proposed Tikhonov regularization and TSVD regu-
larization to solve the far-field equation, and present the numerical results for 
cases of one and two scatterers respectively. The indicator function is defined by 
logio 
case 1: The scatterer is one kite given by 
x{t) = (cos(艺)+ 0.65 cos 2t - 0.65’ 1.65sini). 
The incident waves come from 32 uniform directions, and the far-field data is 
collcctcd from 32 observation points located on the unit sphere. The wave number 
is /c =： 5. From figure 3.1, we can see the indicator function is significantly smaller 
iiisidc the kite and becomcs larger and larger far away, this verifies theorem 2.1.9. 
From the table 3,1 and 3.2, the reconstruction effects depends on the choice of 
the regularization parameter or the chosen truncation values. 
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^ ；a 
Figure 3.1: one kite case. 
case 2: The scatters consist of two components, one kite and one ball which are 
locatcd closcly, say less than half wavelength. By uncertainty principle, the two 
components are not easily identified and separated. 
The kite is given by 
x{t) = (0.3 cos^ + 0.15 c o s - 0.15,0.3sini)； 
and the ball is represented as 
y{t) = (0.6+ 0.2 cos(，0.6+ 0.2sin 力). 
The far-field data, is also given by a 32 x 32 matrix, i.e. 32 observation points 
corresponding to 32 incident waves. The wave number is k = 5. 
At first we give a plot of the indicator function log^o ||^?�l2(s) on the mesh, see 
figure 3.2.Then we show some experiments on regularization strategy, see table 3.3 
and table 3.4. 
Ill practice, tho observed far-fiold data suffers from noise, and the far-field 
operator F is no longer exact, contaminated by data error. The right hand side 
however is cxact by our setting. Suppose ||F — 尸"^丨丨 < 6, where 5 is the noise level 
and II • II is the operator norm. The solution through Tikhonov regularization now 
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(a) a = le - 3 (b) a = le - 5 
Table 3.1: One Kite case:Tikhonov regularization 
is given by 
dia = i i F ' Y F ' + a / ) - i ( ( F 卞 $ � ( • ’ 劝’ （3.10) 
with 
ni :={(F^yF' + aI)-\F')\ (3.11) 
and the solution minimizes the following Tikhonov functional 
l | F � l ( � ^ , ^ i 2 ( s ) + a | | ^ 4 | | i 2 ( s ) . (3.12) 
The choice of a depends on 6 and A regularization strategy a = a{S) is 
called admissible if for every f e 
—0’and siip{||/4/ F-\f\\ ： - < 6} 0, asJ — 0. 
One choice is given by Morozov's principle, i.e. one solves the following nonlinear 
equation 
11"^4-外’：)||2-沪||4』!2例=0 (3.13) 
to get Q. 
Next we need to justify the convergence of linear sampling method in this casefTSlO]. 
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(c)Trimcation value 7 = 0.1 (d)Triincation value 7 = 0.01 
Table 3.2: One Kite case:TSVD regularization 
Theorem 3.1.2 Let i/f’„(.) be the regularized solution ( 3.10), with the regular-
ization parameter a chosen such that a 一 0 and d/a^ —> 0 as J —> 0. Then 
人 If z e D, we have |〜尝 “<2)1 < +oo and lim-•^如 limj—�I〜会 = +00. 
If ZED, we have lirria—o = +oo (i.e. for noise-free data). 
Proof By theorem 2.1.9, let z e D, the solvability of the far-field equation is 
equivalent to the well-posedncss of the following interior Dirichlet problem 
f 
Aw(x) + k'^w{x) = 0, X e D, 
(3.14) 
w(x) + $(:,;，z) = 0, .7; G dD, 
V 
and there exists a sequence {.cyj} in such that their corresponding Herglotz 
wave function satisfy | 卜 》 “ 工 ) — 0 , when k 00. Thus there exists 
a subscqiicnce still denoted by u认7;), s.t. - w{z)\ — 0’ as k -4 00. 
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Figure 3.2: kite-ball case. 
V( > 0’ 3N, when k> N, [ug^zf - w{z)\ < f.. 
- < I K i J ' ( ^ ) + 一 —工)l 
< C\\{gW - g'A + e 
= - {F-H^^n + e 
The last estimate holds for the reason that when -> 0, a 0 and 5 / (J — 0， 
the choice of a is admissible(see theorem 2.12 of [K06])，thus \\(gi J'' - 9z\\ — •’ 
and | ( ” 欢 ( / � — w { z ) \ — 0. When z — dD, = oo, as 
k — oo. 
Let l i m “ 沈 J 、：）二 v^ J z ) , it is bounded for : e and lim,一如 l im“o 么)| = 
+ 00. 
If zeD and = 0, when a 0, if - <i)oo|| goes to zero, then by theorem 
2.1.9’ it implies the blowing up of | 卜 机 T h u s =：： +oo; 
If — <E>oo|| does not go to zero when a — 0, since (I)^ is not in the range of 
尸’ we can always find a subsequence = R a ^ } by lemma 3.1.1’ s.t. the 
corresponding Herglotz wave function satisfying � 卜 虹 = +oo. So the 
sccond result implies. •. 
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Table 3.3: Kite-ball case: Tikhonov regularization 
Remark 1. Since the operator H is compact, Hgz�a = < � i s ill posed. There-
fore the boundediiess of 心 does not imply the boundedness o f � … T h e 
discriminating behavior may lost in this case. 
2. The result for z^D for noisy data still can not be justified. 
Different from linear sampling method, the range of in factorization 
method can be clearly identified. So it is possible to obtain a convergence re-
sult for the Tikhonov-Morozov regularized solution as follows[CC06]: 
1. If the noise free equation {F*F)^(j = f has a unique solution g, then g^^ 
as (5 —> 0 (when z e D); 
2. If the noise free equation (F*F)\g = f has no solution then oo as 
S 0 (when zeD). 
3.1.2 Cut off Value 
How the indicator function ||c/^|| blows up? In the papers[LLZ08, LLZ09], the 
contour of the indicator function is used to approximate the shape of the ob-
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(c)Trimcation value 7 = 0.01 (d)Truncation value 7 = 0.001 
Table 3.4: Kite-ball case: TSVD regiilarization 
stacle, however, as we can observe, the effect is not satisfactory. So some re-
searchers propose that the blow up rate of the indicator function varies along the 
boundary[TS10]. If we choose the same cut-off value C for all sampling points, 
then the reconstruction effect may vary from part to part. 
We will show numerically that the convex part is reconstructed more accurately 
than the concave part, and the uniform part coincides better than the non-uniform 
part when using linear sampling method. 
We use the cases given in section 3.1.1. The figures in previous section plots 
100 contours of logm |bjL2(s). Here we pick out the figure getting from Tikhonov 
regularization and regiilarization parameter a = l e - 3 for both cases, then find by 
hand from the contours the one most close to the shape of the original scatter(s). 
The results are listed in figure 3.3 and 3.4. 
From figure 3.3，the construction effect for the concave part of the kite is 
significantly worse than that of the convex part; 
From figure 3.4, the parts in between the kite and the ball can not be identi-
fie(i’ but away from the parts, both kite and ball can be visualized and the ball 
coincides better than the kite does. Both results justify our previous argument. 
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Figure 3.3: Contour approximation of one kite case. 
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Figure 3.4: Contour approximation of kite-ball case. 
Why the reconstruction effect varies for different parts of the kite, and varies 
for the kite and the ball? 
Next we uniformly select N = 200 points on the boundary of the kite, and solve 
the far-field equation to get logio \\9z\\ at each point, plot all those values to get 
the figure 3.5. 
In figure 3.5, the red curve represents the exact boundary of the kite, the blue 
triangle denotes the indicator function value at each boundary point. Clearly 
from this figure, points on the concave part have smaller value logio Ib l^l； on the 
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Figure 3.5: Boundary indicator function value of one kite case. 
other hand, points on the convex part of the boundary blow up at larger vales of 
log'io ||.(Aj||，which moans for fixed cut-off value C, the convex part is more easier 
identified than the concave part. Next we do the same test for two scatterers 
case. 
Similar as one kite ease, we sclect N = 200 points both on the boundary of the 
kite and that of the ball respectively to get the values of the indicator functions 
at these points. See table 3.5 for the result. 
Ill table 3.5, interestingly, the values of log^o bccome increasingly decrease 
from the farthest part of the ball to the kite, and they are significantly larger on 
the boundary of the ball than those on the kite's boundary. From this result we 
can get two main observations. Firstly, since the ball is more uniform than the 
kite，which means it is easier to be recovered and the blow up rate is larger; sec-
ondly, the closcr the ball gets to the closely related kite, the worse the recovering 
effect turns. 
In the rccent paper [TSIO], it is revealed that with the boundary of the obstacle 
smooth enough i.e. dD is of class Cf\ the curvature of each part has influence on 
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Table 3.5: Boundary indicator function value of kite-ball case 
the reconstruction effect. 
Theorem 3.1.3 (Asymptotic expansion oi w{z,z) as z tends to dD) [TSIO] 
Suppose that the boundary of the obstacle D is of class C^-^ Let a be an arbi-
trary point on dD with outward unit normal vector v(a). By the remark of theo-
rem 1.1.2, there exists a rigid coordinate transformation under which a = 0 and 
there exists a positive value r such that D fl r) = {x e R^ ： x^ > Ja{xi)}, 
'^here D is the considered domain in the new coordinate system and the function 
la e C*2’i(_厂"，）satisfies A(0) = 0，/:(0) = 0. We denote by C{a,e) the cone 
’⑴他 vertex a，axis - " (a ) and an arbitrary but fixed angle 6 e [0’ f) . Let w(x,z) 
be the solution to the following problem, 
Aw;(.7；) + k^w[x) = 0, X G /), 
< (3.15) 
w(x) + = 0, a; G dD, 
\ 
让 has the following asymptotic expansion as ze C(a, 6) tends to a. 
1. For 屯=(I)(:r ’2).. 
—之,z ) = ^ l n l ( z - a ) - + 0 ( 1 ) ; (3.16) 
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For<^J = £:^x,z),j = 1,2: 
— ’ 和 - 4 • 二 ) K C O I +啦 _ 
3. For 4 = 
— . _ [咖 ) -彻 y : ' ( o ) � 
� ’ ^ —87r|C2-a)."(a)|2 _ 167r\{z - a) • ^ ^ ^ 
+ 武 + 啊…)•一丨)； ( 3 . 1 9 ) 
4- For �=St,(丨、办 
(，)—-47r\{z - a) - 8兀|(卜 a)."(a)| 、』） 
+ + 尋 ⑷ 丨 ) . ( 3 . 2 1 ) 
Here 9za is the angle between the vector z — a and "(a) which is defined to be 
•positive if the rotation from z — a to "(a) is clockwise and negative if the rotation 
is anticlockwise. 
Wc omit the proof here and refer to theorem 3.2 of [TSIO]. Similar as the proof of 
theorem 3.1.2, we may have the estimate l im“o I卜么丄 O^laD + 屯(•'"，幼I"去(如）=• 
from the well-posedness of the interior problem, and l im“o \vgs^ z)\ = 0. 
So from theorem 3.1.3, we can get similar asymptotic behavior of Vg6^  ^ when 
2 —> dD. If the right hand side of the linear sampling method is tripoles, i.e. 
少 z ) equals to the second partial derivative of z), then the curvature term 
appears explicitly in the asymptotic expansion of w(z, z), we can expect that 
there is dear relation between the blow up behavior of v^ ^ ^ and the curvature 
at z up to the limit as the noise level and the regularization parameter tend to 
zero; but for monopole and dipoles there are no such clear implications. Thus in 
this paper [TSIO] using tripoles as the right hand side of the far-field equations is 
suggested and numerically it works better than original far-field equation which 
uses monopole (I). But this relation may also exist for monopole z) by our 
previous numerical observation. 
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3.1.3 Far-field data 
111 our previous experiments, the far-field data are collected uniformly on the unit 
circle both for the incident directions and the observation points. However, one 
may have the following questions: 
1. How much far-field data can uniquely determine the support of the scat-
terer? 
2. What if the incident wave can only come from a limited aperture or the 
far-field data is only available for an open set of the unit sphere S? 
For question 1, it is an important theoretical interest in inverse scattering 
problems. There have been some results on this topic. A classical result is given 
by Scliiff'LT[LP67j, who concluded that for the inverse acoustic obstacle scatter-
ing problem with Dirichlet boundary condition, the far field pattern Uoo(x, d), 
免,d E S^ for all incident plane waves and for one fixed wave number k uniquely 
determine the domain of the scatter. This result is not so surprise since by 
Rollich's lomma the far field patterns uniquely determine the scattered field in 
the exterior of the scatterer D, which means a complete set of far-field patterns 
contains all the information of the exterior scattered field. Then Colton and 
Sleeiiian[CS83] found that when the sound-soft scatterer is known to be a subset 
of a, ball with given radius R^, the support is determined by a finite number N of 
incident plane waves depending on Re. If Re is small enough, one incident wave is 
sufficient to determine the scatterer. In this case the data needed is significantly 
rcdiiccd. 
If the far field patterns are given only at a finite number of measurement 
points and for a finite number of waves, for special polyhedra case, H. Liu[LZ06] 
proposed that a general sound-hard polyhedral scatterer in > 2) possibly 
consisting of finitely many solid polyhedra and subsets of {N - l)-dimensional 
hyperplancs, is uniquely determined by N far-field measurements corresponding 
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to N linearly independent directions. For general cases, no such nice properties 
hold but it is natural to take it for granted that within the accuracy tolerance 
the more the observation points and incident directions, i.e. the more data we 
can get, the better effect of reconstruction. A mathematical verification that the 
reconstruction effect improves with the amount of far-field data can be found in 
[P06] although it was proposed for singular source method. 
Next we will verify numerically the reconstruction effect when using different 
amount of data. 
easel: 
We use the kite given in section 3.1.1, and reduce the incident direction I or the ob-
servation points m or both, to compare the numerical results in table 3.6(regularization 
parameter a = le - 3). 
Given a ball as follows: 
x{t) = (2 + cosi’2 + sini)， 
and the wave number is /c = 3. Similar to case 1, we test the reconstruction effect 
from different far-field data set in table 3.7(regularization parameter a = l e - 8 ) . 
For both cases, wo can see that the reconstruction effect deteriorates with less 
amount of data available; comparing the kite case and the ball case, since the 
ball is more uniform, it has better reconstruction effect than kite does with the 
same amount of data. 
For question 2, when the incident aperture is limited to 八 C S, say an open 
set of directions on S, we will show next that the linear sampling method is valid 
for limited aperture data case. 
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(a)/ = 32,m = 16 (b)/ = 16，m 二 32 
1 聰 蜀 : 囊 言 , 1 . 堪 - ：崖r 
� “ , I � 
1 "鞋： 妾•化I…'巨...，：；”：！^！^^^^““着、H.; • ；j] 1 中、.,， • 「 
： ” 『 … m , 龜 - m I 
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
(c)l = 16, 16 (d)/二 8’m 二 16 
Table 3.6: Kite case: Reduced far-field data 
Similarly we define the far-field operator restricted to A by F : ~ > L^(S) 
by 
{Fg){x) := [ u^(x,d)g{d)dsid), xes, (3.22) 
J A 
and the Herglotz wave function with limited aperture by 
(vg){x) := [ e让•工.dg�ds�,X G RA (3.23) 
J A 
Remark If we define 
(F9){x) ：= f u^ix, -d)g(-d)ds{d), f g S , (3.24) 
J A 
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by reciprocity relation, the above operator also equals to 
{F(j){x) f Uoo{d, -x)(){-d)ds{d), X G S. (3.25) 
J A 
Rccall theorem 2.1.9，suppose dD is of class C^, and k^ is not a Dirichlet eigen-
value of —A, the Herglotz wave Vg^  corresponding to solution of the far-field 
equation g^  approximates to the solution of an interior Dirichlet problem up to 
the boundary. If this Vg: can be approximated by some limited aperture Herglotz 
wave function and Vg^ \dD is dense in H � { p D ) , then the proof of theorem 2.1.9 
still holds. 
Claim: Vg^\QD is dense in H^(dD). 
Proof We follow the proof idea of [CC06] and show that for any G i B i J W � 
satisfying 
L 从 = V州)eL2(A) , (3.26) 
implies (fi{x) = 0. Fubini's theorem holds for ip{x) G II~^[dD) and ry(ri) G 
since Lp(x) is a bounded linear functional on H^{dD). Interchange the order of 
integration, 
J g{d) {义 ds{d) = 0 (3.27) 
for every g{d) G L2(A). 
Consider the single layer-potential, 
S咖••= f y)ds(x), e R2 \ A (3.28) 
JdD 
by lemma 2.1.10, 
iS<f)ooiy) := 7 / 鄉'•^ds�, (3.29) 
JdD 
SO WC have 
[9(d){S<f)oo{d)ds{d) = 0 (3.30) 
J A 
for every g{d) e 
{S'f)oo is analytic, this implies 三 0 for d e A. Furthermore by the 
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analyticity of {S(p)oo 三 0 on the whole unit circlc, i.e. (5^) has vanishing 
far-field pattern. By Rellich's Icinrna, S(p(y) = 0 fov y e K"^ \ D. Since (p 6 
C(dD), S(p is continuous across dD. also satisfies the homogeneous Dirichlet 
problem in D. k"^ is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of —A for D, so S(p = 0 in D, now 
we concludc from the relation[CC0(3] 
hciicc ip = O.D 
With the above claim proved, wc have the validity of linear sampling method in 
limited aperture data case. 
Remark Similar density results hold for any appropriately chosen domain of 
approximation Gz that contains D, thus point source method and singular source 
method also work for limited aperture data case. 
At last, we give some numerical results for reconstructing the kite-ball case in 
section 3.1.1 and the ball case in section 3.1.3 from far-field data whose incident 
directions are limited to an aperture less than 27r. 
Prom table 3.8 and 3.9, we can see the larger the aperture, the better the ap-
proximation to their original shapes. 
3.2 Numerical Verification of PSM and SSM 
III this section, we give some numerical results to validate both SSM and PSM. 
First of all, let the scattcrer be a ball B^ centered at the point to = (1.0,0.0) 
with radius r = 0.5. Instead of choosing domain of approximation by some 
iterative procedure or other blind testings, we explicitly choose the domain that 
satisfies 2 G Gz, Bs C G^ for the purpose of validating the point source method. 
Due to the uniformness and convcxity of the circle to be recovered, a circular 
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domain B^ can be the domain of approximation instead of the domain 
introduced in chapter 2. Here we choose B^ centered at (1.0, 0.0), and with radius 
r^ = r^ {\z — — where \z — represents the Euclidian distance between 
grid point z and the center to. Clearly when z is on the boundary of B^, r^ = r, 
which will cause singularity for the Herglotz wave function approximation. So we 
let = 0.3 in this case. Then we perform the third version point source method 
with modified ideas, i.e. if ^ is outside Bs, then the reconstructed scattered fields 
wfi(z) and under different error level e! and 62 respectively are supposed to 
be relatively different. Here we choose two error levels not close enough comparing 
to the magnitude during the computation process and define the indicator I{z)= 
l‘《（：）—'《(：)l，let c be the cut off value, we expect I{z) > c both inside and 
outside the scatterer. 
Generate a 64x64 mesh in the ball centered at (0.92，0.0) with radius 0.9. Let f ] = 
0.01 and €2 = 0.03，use the data from 32 incident directions [0 : || : 27r) and 32 
observation points (cos(娶），sin(榮）），j = !,••• ,32. The cut-off value c 二 0.008, 
the wave number is /c = 3. Then wc choose the minimal I{z) from all incident 
waves as the indicator, and get the following result (table 3.10): It is observed 
that the boundary of B^ can be clearly recovered and I{z) behaves distinctly 
inside the boundary and outside. We can explain this result from two aspects. 
Outside domain 13I{z) stays uniformly in a range with respect to the error level 
- £2! by our previous analysis; inside B^, because any approximation domain 
Bz can not satisfy the condition z£Bz and Bg C Bz, so reconstruct scattered field 
u''(z) is oscillating due to the oscillating behavior of the approximated Herglotz 
wave function. 
Next wc verify version 1 and version 2 of point source method, see table 3.11 . 
Sincc the point source method need only one incident wave to construct the 
algorithm, next we reduce the incident directions(keep 32 observation points for 
each incident direction) to compare the reconstruction effect in table 3.12. 
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From tabic 3.12, the less incident directions we use, the minor difference of 
/(2) inside and outside the scatterer, and the harder it is supposed to identify 
the boundary of the scatterer. 
Next we test the reconstruction effect when the far-field data is noisy. 16 x 32 
data set is used. We don't change the regularization parameter setting during 
the process of solving the ill-posed equation to get gl^ ^ and . f /� ’�(See table 3.13, 
where 6 denotes the noise level). Observed from table 3.13，the value of I(z) is 
quite sensitive to the data noise. The magnitude of I(z) increases significantly 
with the increasing noise level. However since the sensitivity for all points z are 
similar to cach other, the boundary of D can still be identified by I{z). The 
oscillations on the boundary of the circle may due to not enough regularization, 
but when the regularization parameter becomes larger, the boundary can not be 
identified because of over smoothing. 
In the sccond part of this section we realize the singular source method based 
on previous setting of the ball scatterer case. Firstly we use 32 x 32 far-field data, 
and use I{z) = |(I)s(2，z)\ > c, c = 2 x 10 ,^and regularization parameter a = 1.0 to 
identify the boundary of Bs. Observed from table 3.14，the boundary of B^ can be 
clearly found, so we have numerically verified singular source method. Meanwhile 
due to the ill-poscdncss of backprojection operator analyzed in section 2.3.4，the 
magriitudo of the cut off value is significantly larger than other methods. 
In the end we also do the test of reducing data for singular source method. It 
is rioted that here the incident directions and the observation points are reduced 
simultaneously to half of previous setting considering the integral form of back-
pro jcction operator. Wc use " j x j " to denote the data matrix from incident 
directions t = [0 : j : 27r) and observations at (cos f, sin t). The result are listed 
ill tabic 3.15. Surprisingly the singular source method has good reconstruction 
effect oil finding the boundary of B^ with relatively less data if the cut-off' value 
is properly chosen. 
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Now we consider adding random noise to far-field data. Similar as PSM we use 
the same regiilarization parameter setting for noise-free case to test the behavior 
of indicator functions I(z). Here we use 16 x 16 far-field patterns, 6 denotes the 
noise level, see table 3.16 for the results. Prom 3.16, the reconstruction effect 
is quite robust with rcspect to data noise. The explanation is as follows: by our 
previous experiments, the magnitude of the blow up value c at the boundary of 
D is significantly larger than other parts, and the domain assumptions we make 
reduce the reconstruction difficulty. 
3.3 Inverse Medium Scattering 
Here wc apply siibspace-bascd optimization method proposed by X.D. Chen [C09] 
to inverse! acoustic near-field medium scattering problems with different treatment 
of the singular term suggested. 
Consider the acoustic inhomogciieous medium scattering problem, 
Au{x) + kV{x)u = 0, X e R^, 
< u = + = e.认:+ t i � (3.32) 
lim卜oo -'汝u ” = 0, r = 
where n(x) denotes the refractive index: 
> 1, X G D, 
n{x)= < 
= 1 , ‘T e R2 \ D. 
\ 
n{x) is the objective to be recovered. Meanwhile the support of the medium can 
be identified by the support of - 1. 
It is known that the above problem( 3.32) is equivalent to solving the following 
Lippmanii- Schwinger integral equation: 
u(,T) = - f (I)(.'/;’ y)m(y)u{y)dy, x e (3.33) 
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where m(y) 二 n?(jj) — 1. Next we use Lippmann- schwinger equation to construct 
a schcmc for calculating the unknown rcfractive index n{x). 
Suppose D is contained in some square domain G, since m(^) = 0 for y^D, so 
u(j：) = u'(x) - e f ^x,y)m(y)u(y)dy, x e RA (3.34) 
JG 
Divide the domain G uniformly into M siibunits, with the center of each subunit 
denoted by Vm, m = 1, . . . , M. Then equation ( 3.34) can be approximated by 
the following discretizcd form: 
u(rrn) = U义、m) " A；^ ^ 亞(^n’ T J i T i ( r J u ( r - k� $(rm’ y)m[y)u(y)dy, 
(3.35) 
where A^ denotes the area of the nth subunit, Gm represents the mth subunit. 
Since ( I ) ( r爪h a s a singularity inside the mth subunit, the integral can not be 
approximated as the way we did for the other units. Different from [C09j which 
set this term identically to zero, here we use the property that when \x — y\ —> 
0, the fundamental solution of Helmholtz equation in R^ has the asymptotic 
representation [CK98]， 
巾 ( r , 力 = i in ^ + i - ^ I g + (^ (1 in & ) ’ (3.36) 
where C is the Euler constant. Then the integral, denoted Qm, can be approxi-
mated by 
fhn ••= / y)m(y)u(y)dy 
JGrn 
~ m(r„Jw(r„,) / (I>(r爪’咖y 
J Gm 
“ L {去 in R；： +^* - i - 6 h 
^ [ I L In l i ^ l ' y + - 去 -
Computing the singular integral f^^^ In 丨 � 丨 dy by the technique introduced in 
[WRGS84], we get the explicit formula of calculating g^ . 
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After the total field u{rrn) is obtained, the scattered field at a near-field observa-
tion point r'q (outside G), q 二 …，Ns can similarly be represented as 
M 
•'/.(/•；) = —A;2 Y^ (I)('r;, ',vOm(rv>,(rn)/U. (3.37) 
n = l 
Denote u = u(r2)’.. . ’ w(rM))了’ m = -/c2diag(/lim(ri), /l2m(r2), •.. ’ /Wm(rM))了’ 
and Gd = (^/(厂爪’厂„))’ m’ n = 1 ’ . . . , M, with 
( 
9{rm,rn)={ � " ’ ^ 干 (3.38) 
m = n, 
rewrite equation( 3.35) as the matrix form 
u = u' + Gd- (mu). (3.39) 
So 1? = Gd . (mu). 
Next wc reformulate from above to get a coupled system as follows: 
( 
f = mu, 
< 1? = G d - f , (3.40) 
f=m(ui + Gd-f). 
Similarly let 记'=(u^(r；), … ’ v ^ r ' ^ j r , G,=(双(r二 r , )) ’ m = 1’ … ’ /V,’ 
n = 1,...，A/ ’ and g{/讯’ 7�) = (1)(<” r,,), we have 
u'' = G s ' f . (3.41) 
With this reformulation, an optimization problem with respect to the un-
known function m is proposed. First of all, do singular value decomposition of 
the matrix ( “ = USV*’ where S = diag((7i,... ’ ctm), U = ('/7i, •. • ’ u^J is of 
size N, X Ns, and V = (^ ；!’...，vm) is of size M x M. Clearly u'' belongs to the 
column spacc of U，and f belongs to the column space of V. Thus f can be 
represented as T = V a = ^ vjaj. 
1=1 
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Then we split the space V into two siibspaces, the signal subspace V^ = span{i;i, dq, . . . , "^ p}, 
1 < p < M, corresponding to the first p largest singular values, and the noise 
subspacc = spaii{i;p+i’ …，VM}- In the signal subspace, the first p coef-
ficients of T are fixed by 
u * • 
c^ j = � — — , j = (3.42) 
Denote = ( a i ’ . . . ’a")了，？ = (Qp+i’... . C C M Y , � = ( 迅 ’ … , y p ) , � = 
(vp+i,... , Vm), then by equation( 3.40) and ( 3.41), 
iT' 二 Gs. V^fF + G, • (3.43) 
+ = V S 5 � f " - (3.44) 
(V" - m • (G^ • V") ) . dfl = m . (i? + G^ . V ' a ' ) - V ' a ' . (3.45) 
The third equality can be simply denoted by A a" = B. There are two unknowns 
and m left to be determined by minimizing the functional: 
I I G r V 分 + 斤一 t P f ||A?-g||2 
A = W + llfi^ . (3.46) 
The schemc constructed here needs only one incident waves. In numerical ex-
periments, usually several incident waves (TVj) arc used to increase the accuracy. 
Now the objective functional is adjusted to; 
TVi 
f = l E i f i r - (3.47) 
L 1=1 
Note that this is a nonlinear optimization problem, Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm or Gauss-Newton algorithm can be used to update a" and m alternatively 
until we get satisfied results. 
Next we give a numerical example on recovering piecewise constant medium 
case. Two components of the medium with refractive index ni{x) and 712(0：) locate 
ill the region [-0.15A, 0.15A] x [-0.4A,-O.IA], and [-0.15A, 0.15A] x [0.1A,0.4A 
respectively, where A represents the wave length. The distance between two 
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components is less than half wave length. Let ni(x) = 3, 71.2(2:) = 4. 
The wave number k = 3 and A 二警.The computation area G = [-0.2A, 0.2A] x 
[—0.5A, 0.5A]. The Ni = 8 incident directions uniformly distribute on the unit 
sphere, Ns = 50 observation points are located uniformly on the circle of radius 
5A. The signal space is chosen by the first p = 9 eigenvectors. We use L-M 
algorithm to solve ( 3.47). The maximal times of alternate updating and m is 
10. 
From table 3.17, the medium under the finer '18x42' mesh has better visualization 
cfl'ect than the first one in '15 x 35' mesh. Next we try enlarging the computation 
area to [—A, Aj x [—2A, 2A], then the result becomes worse, but still we can locate 
the approximate region of the medium. See figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Medium reconstruction with large computation range.(mesh: 20x42) 
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Table 3.7: Ball case: Reduced far-field data 
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Table 3.8: Kite case: Limited aperture data(incident) 
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1 阿卜 ：• ‘ 、： 1 ；|«；•； • •::.… . • •••• • . .:!”. 
帮：“： ‘ • Wtv .. . .：!：；.!U-r 
�i::.l .; .:MP_ ：：：!：：r- ...:.：丨丨M"纖 
o f f i M i S l ： . 垂 麵 j i i i W 0 纖 _ 丨 ： 、 : : 薩 l i i i M 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
(c)[-|7r,|7r],/ = 21 (d)[-|兀’|71"1’/ = 25 
Table 3.9: Ball case: Limited aperture data(incident) 
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 y -1 0 
(a)I(z) > c (b)/(2；) distribution 






Table 3.11: Ball case: validation of PSM(vl and 2) 
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0.04 0.05^ 
0.04、 
0.03 > 1 
y y -1 ° . X 
(a)[0:f|:27r) (b)[0:警：27r) 
0.05-. 0.051 
0.04 > 0.04 > 
0.03、 0.03、 
y - 1 0 ' X y 
(c)[0 : f : 27r) (d)[0 : f : 27r) 
Table 3.12: Ball case: Less data of PSM 
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1 4 0 0 . 1 2 0 0 0 
1200- 10000-
1000� I 8000� 
8 0 0、 
N N 6 0 0 0、 
- 6 0 0 、 -400. II 棚a� k 
y - 1 0 y -1 0 X 
= 3% (b)5 = 10% 
X 10' X 10' 
2 , 10、 
y -1 ° 0.5 X y 
(c)S = 30% {d)6 = 50% 
Table 3.13: Ball case: Noisy data of PSM 
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2| . . . . , . . 1 
1,5 
1. . 
0.5 • ..^ L^ M^ ik^  、 � o • : : 
-0,5. ；-
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 -1 0 
(a)/(2) > c (b)/(2；) distribution 
Table 3.14: Ball case: validation of SSM 
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2r . . . . . , 1 2| . . . . . . . 
1.5 • 1.5 • 
。：:o �:: o 
-0.5. -0.5-
-1 ‘ -1 • 
-1.5 • -1.5 • 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 - 2 ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
� 16 X 16’ C 二 2e2, (b)8 x 8, c 二 2.5e2, 
2 p . . 1 1 . 1 1 2| . . r . . . . 
1.5 • 1.5 
1 • 1 • 
: C J : 
- 1 . -1 -
- 1 5 - -1.5. 
-2' —i ‘ ‘ ‘ • ‘ 1 -21 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
(c)4 X 4’c = 2.5e2， （d)2 x 2，c = 5, 
Table 3.15: Ball case: Less data of SSM 
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2f . . . . . . . 1 2t . . . . . . . 
15- 1.5 • 
1 • 1 • 
0.5 . 0.5 - -is^ jiitE^ n^  
- 0 . 5 . - 0 . 5 . 
-1 • -1 • 
-1.5. -1.5 • 
-2' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 -2' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
(EI)6 = 10% (b)^ = 30% 
2r . . . . . . . 1 2| . . . . . . . 
1.5 • 1.5 • 
1 • 1 • 
：o : � 
- 1 • - 1 • 
-1.5 • -1.5-
-2' ‘ ‘ 1 i i . 1 -2I i 1 1 1 i i 1 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
= 50% (d)S = 100% 
Table 3.16: Ball case: Noisy data of SSM 





-1.:.~ .L4 --0 ....... 3----1.0 2---0"-.1 ---'----:.-"0.-:-1 ----::07.2 --:0="=".3--::0.4 
(a)15 X 35 mesh (b)18 x 42 mesh 
Table 3.17: Medium reconstruction case 
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